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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background 

Data mining (DM) is an active process for getting hidden knowledge (interesting

patterns) from large datasets. It is currently gaining a massive deal of focus. DM also

became a salient analysis tool [1]. In recent days, DM techniques are applied in diverse

areas such as human resource management (HRM), telecommunications,  stock market

analysis, supermarkets,  banking, health care management (HCM), traffic management,

education institutes, and others.

In DM, prediction and classification are most regularly used for forecasting and

analyzing the present progressive. Data mining is a broad concept having several stages.

It  is  not  a  direct  approach  to  get  the  unseen  exciting  patterns.   Data  mining  stages

incorporate  Data  assortment  (Data  Collection),  Data  preprocessing,  Applying  mining

strategies,  Interpret  the  outcomes,  and  representation.  Figure  1.1  describes  the  data

mining analysis steps. 

Figure 1.1.  Data mining analysis steps [2]
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Raw data can be gathered from different assets, such as website pages, directing

overviews,  and  taking  meetings,  posing  different  inquiries  by  various  modes.  The

gathered  data  legitimately  we cannot  utilize  for  additional  examination.  It  should  be

preprocessed as gathered information contains wrong components,  such as mislabeled

information,  missing  qualities  (missing  values),  boisterous  information(noise),

imbalanced data points, and high dimensionality.

Data preprocessing is a crucial stage of the data mining process, which requires

90% of the time in data analysis. In this stage, the noise will be minimized, and missing

values  will  be  normalized,  missing  labels  will  be  corrected.  After  this  stage,  mining

techniques  like  classification,  association  rule  mining,  and  clustering  need  to  be

employed on processed data sets. Results from such mining methods are evaluated and

interpreted for better decision making. Because of the multiple intermixed plan of actions

and principles, a huge size of data is being produced. Below mentioned problems are

associated with the generated data.

 1. Mislabeled data

 As data  increases,  the chance  of  mislabeled  data  (Erroneously  labeled  data  )  points

increases as well. When considering such massive data points, it is not simple to cross-

check whether  all  of such training data points are labeled or not.  Generating training

models on such incorrect data points leads to weak accuracy.

Incorrectly  labeled  data  is  standard  in  datasets,  and there  are  a  few purposes

behind why it happens. Since naming information is a costly procedure for working hours

and cost, makers of datasets need to settle on choices of what is a satisfactory degree of

mistakes, which clarifies the regularity of blunders [3]. Likewise, the sort of mistakes

differs from one dataset to another.

  2. Missing values

  Like  mislabeled  data  points,  missing  values  also  lead  to  weak  accuracy  model

generation when clustering algorithms are applied. Having missing values in a data set is

a frequently happening issue, and a proper plan is required to handle them. These can
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happen because  of  various  issues  in  the  data.  Data  might  not  be  available  for  some

instances, or data may not be applicable, or the event did not happen.  The data entry

operator might not be aware of the right form of value or missed entry. Data mining

techniques  fluctuate  based  on  how they  consider  missing  qualities.  Commonly,  they

disregard the missing qualities, reject any instance which contains missing qualities, or

replace missing qualities with the average value or mean value of the feature, or induce

missing  qualities  from existing  qualities. Missing Values  can  be  addressed  using  the

below policies:

• Disregard the records with missing qualities.

•  Substitute them with an accepted constant value.

• Fill in missing qualities based on domain information.

•  Substitute  the  value  with  the  attribute  mean  value  or  the  most  frequent  value  (if

absolute).

• Use modeling methods, for example, closest neighbors, Bayes

 3. Noise

 Noise is bound to happen issue. It affects the data gathering and data arrangement tasks

in  data  mining  applications,  in  which  errors  frequently  occur.   Noised  data  can  be

anywhere in the data points and are sometimes ridiculously far from where the real data

should have been. Noised data can be resolved with human intervention in case of a

small-sized data set. Computer programs are required to detect and solve the large-sized

data sets. It is almost impossible to check the high dimensional data set physically. Noisy

data suffer from overfitting.  Binning and Clustering methods can help to check the noisy

data.

 4. Imbalanced data points

 In classification problems, the imbalanced problem occurs in the course of the training

period, if a single class owns the majority of data points. This obstacle causes a pruning
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in learning accuracy.

In an imbalance, classification data points are distributed across the known class

unevenly. They may be biased or skewed towards one known class. In case a class with

more data points is called a majority class, and a class with fewer data points is called a

minority class. Generally, classification algorithms assume that data points are equally

distributed  among  the  classes.  If  such  imbalanced  data  is  present,  the  classification

algorithms always predict in favor of the majority class, and classification results may get

recorded  poorly.  The  model  created  with  the  imbalanced  data  set  may  predict  the

incorrect class for the correct instance.  This imbalanced classification problem can be

addressed using SMOTE (Synthetic Minority over Sampling Technique) [4, 5].

SMOTE is  a  popular  method  that  works  based  on the  K-  Nearest  Neighbors

(KNN)  approach.  It  creates  a  new  data  point  by  considering  its  K  neighbors  using

Euclidean Distance between data points in feature space. In SMOTE, some percentage of

new instances will be created for minority classes. If the percentage of instances to be

increased is 100, then a new sample will be created for each instance. Hence, the number

of minority class instances will get doubled. In the current research, before applying the

proposed  methods,  the  SMOTE  technique  is  applied  to  the  datasets  that  have  class

imbalance problems.

 5. High dimensionality

This  current  research  is  mainly  focused  on  addressing  the  issue  of  high

dimensionality. High dimensionality is a severe problem that emerges when the size of

the feature space is enormous, or instances are enormous. As multiple sources collect

data for different reasons in the digital  era, the data's size is increasing continuously.

Hence, learning algorithms should be altered accordingly.

One of the essential and most useful tasks for many applications is classification

in the data mining stages. Even though the classification task is applied to many fields of

subjects,  because  of  increasing  new  data  types  and  size  of  the  data  classification

algorithms are facing different challenges. Class imbalance and high dimensional data
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space are such new data types.  These are  observed in different  areas,  which include:

image classification [6], microarray data[7], remote sensing[8], and biomedicine [1] , etc.

Usually,  in#high in#  dimensional  in# feature  in#  space in#  always joins within#   the in#  class   imbalance. A

large number of in# variables in in# the in#  data in# set can result in the "curse of dimensionality" [9].

High dimensionality problems:

The learning model becomes more difficult as the feature space increases. The possibility

of overfitting is more if the size of the features space is increased. The model generated

on the massive amount of feature space turns overfitted and results in poor performance

on real data.

Dimensionality reduction is the motivation to avoid the overfitting problem. The 

model, which is trained with the least number of features makes the model simpler. But 

that is not all, and dimensionality reduction offers more advantages such as

1. The lesser degree of fallacious data means generated model performance 

increases.

2. Lesser degree feature size means minimum computation.

3. Less data means less storage space and algorithms training become faster

4. Abolish duplicate features and noise.

High  dimensionality  issues  can  be  addressed  using  feature  extraction

(dimensionality  reduction)  or  feature  selection.  What  feature  space  reduction

fundamentally  does is  that  it  draws the original  data  space  to  a  lesser data  with less

feature area, which can very well be visualized very well, say 2D. Feature extraction is

one  of  the  methods  applied  for  feature  space  reduction,  which  collects  the  most

compressed  and  significant  set id of  features id for  a  given id data  set,  to  increase  the

performance or iddata idstorage or idprocessing. The important objective of feature extraction

applied for this motive is to minimize the dimensionality of a dataset by generating new

features that are a merger of the existing features. In other words, the higher iddimensional

idfeature  space  is  drawn  to  a  lower id-iddimensional  idfeature  space. Singular  Valueid

Decomposition id(SVD) and  Principal id Component id Analysis id(PCA) are two widely known

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Principal_component_analysis
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Principal_component_analysis
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Principal_component_analysis
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Singular_value_decomposition
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Singular_value_decomposition
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Singular_value_decomposition
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feature reduction approaches[10].

On the other side, Feature Selection(FS) is a natural approach that can minimize

the  in#  features  in#  and  in#  sampling,  and  stabilize  the  changes  in  in#class  in#instance  in#idnumbers.

However,  in#the confrontation is that identifying the preference in#between in#feature id idselection

iidand iidsampling is in#still hard as in#the influence of in#high in#dimension, in#and id#class in#imbalance in#are

in#mutually in#idinfiltrated. Whether id oridin#not the  in#priority ofin#preprocessing is  in#associated with in# the

in#dimension  in#and idn#class  imbalance idlevelid#of  data  is  still idn#unclear.  All  these  difficulties  have

guided scholars to explore preprocessing.

In this research, a class imbalance is addressed idusing the  idSynthetic Minority over

idSampling  Technique,  and  three  in#different  in#feature  selection  in#methods  are  designed  to

address  the  high  dimensionality  rather  than  feature  extraction.  Feature  selection

approaches  are  divided  into  three  clusters,  such  as  filters id,idwrappers,  andidembedded.

Besides addressing the difficulties of today's datasets, several approaches are frequently

appearing by combining existing techniques.  Those three methods are explained briefly

in the next  chapter.  However,  this  research  is  mainly  based on the filter  methods of

feature selection. 

This  research  contributed  a  feature  selection  approaches  to  address  the  high

dimensionality issue of preprocessing. Feature selection methods permit the device to a

useful predictive model. It assists the decision-makers by selecting the best features that

can initiate superior execution with less number of features.

 1.2 Motivation

The problems associated with high dimensional dataset are confusing the learning

model. It means learning models may misbehave and predict incorrectly because of the

appearance of duplicate and irrelevant features.  Debase the classification performance,

which motivated to take up this research issue. Generally, fewer features are welcomed to

create  the  best  learning  model,  since  it  minimizes  the  computation  complexity,  and

interpreting the model is also easy. 

If the data is acceptable for ML, then finding the hidden patterns can be made
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more comfortable.  Removing in# features in# from the actual  space  that  are  not  in#relevant  or

redundant for the problem minimizes the learning model's training time. This id inprocess is

called id ifeature id iselection. in#Unlike in#the action of creating in#new in#input in#data, in#feature selection

is  well  described and can  be a idfullyidautomatic,  computationally in# tractable  process.  The

strength of feature selection can include:

l Accelerating the performance of the algorithm.

l Simple to understanding.

l Accessible to getting hidden knowledge.

l Easy to visualize the process.

l Minimize processing and storage costs.

l Maximize the speed of generation of the model.

 1.3 Problem Statement

  FS is an essential experimental technique applied to high dimensional data. FS is used to

cut  down  meaningless  (not  significant)  features  and  redundant  features  [7].  As  the

number of features rises, the competency level of the data analysis method gets reduced.

Hence, FS is applied in the preprocessing step of the analysis to identify the substantial

subset of features. Since immaterial and redundant features impact the accuracy of the

model,  it  is  obligatory  to  select  the  stable  subset  of  features  by  disregarding  those

unwanted features. Meaningless features do not give additional strength to the learning

model, and also there is a scope of distraction at the time the classification.

This  research  focuses  on  the  feature  selection  approaches  using  Symmetric

Uncertainty (SU), Correlation coefficient, and Unsupervised clustering to determine the

dominant subset in# of features in# from the in#high dimensional in# data space, which improves in# the

classification performance and reduces the in#training time while generating the model.

 1.4 Scope

This research in# mainly focuses on selecting the feature subset using symmetrical

uncertainty,  correlation  coefficient,  and  unsupervised  clustering  approaches.  This
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research provides the comparative results in terms of accuracy  idwithidthe existing in# filter id-

idbased  approaches  like  idInformation idGain in#(IG),  Relief,  in#Chi-Square  in#Attribute

Evaluator id(Chi)in#idand idin#GainidRatio  Attribute  Evaluator in# (GRAE)  after  applying  them  on

various classifiers such as J48, Simple cart, Naive Bayes, K-nearest neighbor (Instance-

Based), Ridor. This research applies to the dataset, which has continuous features. It may

work for nominal features after binning it properly.

1.5 Objectives

The objectives of the research are to address the high dimensionality issue :

1.  To  develop  a  feature  selection  methodology  using  correlation  coefficient  and

symmetrical uncertainty and compare with the traditional methods.

2. To develop an unsupervised feature selection methodology using clustering and filter-

based methods and compare them with the traditional methods.

3.  To  develop  a  feature  selection  methodology  using  symmetrical  uncertainty  and

compare it with the traditional methods.

1.6 Study Area And Data Sources

The proposed algorithms were evaluated with various data sets that in# are in# available in#

at the UCI idmachineidlearning repository freely. The list of those is given below in Table
1.6.1. 

Table 1.6.1. Data sets description

Data

set ID

Name of the Data Set Class Features Instances

D 1 Ionosphere #c 2 f# 34 i# 351

D 2 Dermatology #c 6 f# 34 i# 366
D 3 Biodegradation #c 2 f# 41 ii# 1055

D 4 Cardiotocography #c 3 ff#22 i#  2126
D 5 Lung Cancer #c 3 f# 56 i# 33
D 6 Libras Movement #c 15 f# 90 i# 360

D 7 Sonar #c 2 f#  60 i# 208
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D 8 Spambase #c 2 f#  57 i#  4601

D 9 Breast Cancer(WDBC) #c 2 f#  30 i# 569

D 10 Musk (V 2) #c 2 f#  166 i# 476
D 11 Intrusion Detection System #c 2 f#  40 i#  45952
D 12 Colon #c 2 f#  2000 i#  62

D 13 Leukemia #c 2 ff# 7129 i#  72
D 14 Leukemia_3C #c 3 f# 7129 i#  72
D 15 Leukemia_4C #c 4 f# 7129 i# 72
D 16 Lymphoma #c 3 f# 4026 i# 66
D 17 Srbt #c 4 f# 2308 i#  83
D 18 Mll #c 3 f# 12582 i# 72

 1.7 Organization of The Synopsis

The organization of the synopsis is as follows.

Chapter 2 reviews the different  feature selection modes,  such as filter,  wrapper,  and

embedded methods. The advantages and disadvantages of those methods are reviewed.

Feature selection applications and results of various filter-based methods using different

classification techniques such as tree-based, rule-based, Naive Bayes, and instance-based

are reviewed.

In Chapter 3, A feature  selection  algorithm using Symmetrical  Uncertainty(SU) and

Correlation Coefficient (CCE) is proposed and explained with an example.  The result of

the  proposed  algorithm  is  compared  with  four  existing  filter-based  methods  using

different classification methods also presented.

In Chapter 4, An unsupervised approach for selecting the candidate feature set using

filter-based techniques  is  proposed and illustrated with an example.  The experimental

result  of  the  proposed algorithm is  compared  with four  existing  filter-based methods

using different classification methods also articulated.

In Chapter 5, Using the Symmetrical Uncertainty (SU) quarter feature selection (QFS)

method is proposed and explained with an example. The result of the proposed method is

compared with four existing filter-based methods using different classification methods

also  presented.  Also,  the  extension  of  the  proposed  method  with  result  analysis  is

included.
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Chapter 6 has conclusion remarks. The limitations of the research are also discussed,

followed by the future scope of the research. The synopsis is ended with references and

publication records.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE SURVEY

2.1 Introduction

This research is mainly focused on proposing a feature selection approach to solve

preprocessing's high dimensional problems. In this chapter, the existing modes of feature

selection techniques and their merits and demerits are articulated. Moreover, the research

findings of various researchers were also reviewed.

In most data sets, only a few features from available space are relevant features,

i.e., those are strong enough in predicting the unknown class value. The rest of unwanted

features are not informative, and they cant contribute to predicting endpoint, which leads

to the full dimensionality of the problem. This enlarges the problems, and computational

load applied to Machine Learning (ML) approaches. Feature selection could be described

as the task of recognizing prominent or relevant features and ignoring irrelevant ones[2].

Features (Dimensions) 'N' in the scale of few tens to hundreds are generally

referred to as high-featured (dimensional) data [1]. High dimensionality problems can be

addressed by Feature Selection(FS)[3]. FS concepts have been employed on tens or

hundreds or thousands of features in recent studies by various researchers for different

applications [6,7,11] to improve the classification idaccuracyidandidminimize the model

generation time. There are three FS approaches proposed for addressing the problems

associated with high dimensionality in the existing studies: Filter, Wrapper, and

Hybrid(Embedded). FS has been used in many real-world applications in recent days.

Those applications include genomic analysis, intrusion detection, text categorization,

image analysis, and remote sensing[8].

With recent establishments in the data generation process, we have been given

more access to high dimensional data. As a result, the presentation of ML techniques has

boosted to a greater extent. Then again, there are critical and useless features frequently

gathered or generated by various approaches. These not essential features not only impact
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a model's performance, but they also can require a huge computational power. So,

selecting prominent features is an essential step in any in#machine in#learning process. FS

process is designed to eliminate not essential, duplicate, and in#noisy features and maintain

a subsetin#o in#features with a small quantity from the original feature space. Such an

effectual selection of features can help lower computational complications, accelerate

model performance, and improve model interpretability. With that in mind, Throughout

this thesis explores a in#range of in#different in#techniques to choose the robust set of in#features

that will help to generate a faster, more straightforward, and more faithful machine

learning model.

2.2 Existed Work

This section describes some of the current literature work.

Filter:

This method works without depending on any machine learning algorithm and

selectsin#the in#features fromin#the originalin#feature space. Figure 2.2.1 describes the steps of a

filter method pipeline. It depends only on the properties of the available features. These

methods are simple and strong and also assist in eliminating features rapidly. The

advantages of these methods include: In any machine learning algorithm, the chosen

features can be used. These methods are computationally competitive. It can be applied to

work with thousands of features in less time. Filter methods are beneficial for abolishing

duplicated, correlated, irrelevant, constant features[12-14]

Figure 2.2.1. Filter Approach [15, 16]

Filterin# methodsin#are dividedin#into univariatein#and in#multivariate methods. As per

specific criteria, rank or score is in#assigned to eachin# feature of the original data space in

case of univariate filter methods. This method considers every feature individually. After

assigning the rank to each feature as per definite criteria, it selects the top-ranked

features. The problemin# within# thisin# univariate method is that they may choose a duplicate
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feature because they do not consider the association among features. On the other side,

multivariateidmethodsidconsider the relationship between the featuresidin the dataset and

evaluate the complete feature space. Based on the univariate and multivariate approach,

filter methods are sub-categorized into ibasicidfilterid#methods, correlationidfilter in#methods,

and statistical &idranking filteridmethods.

Basic filter methods:

The filter approach assists to delete fixed features in#that exhibit single in#values in all

the examples in the data set. Such in#features do not offer extra information to predict the

unknown class label by ML models. The basic filter method also assists in removing

quasiin# constant in#features in whichin#a valueidoccupies the maximum number of instances.

The filter method also helps in removing the duplicated features.

Correlation filter methods:

In addition to redundant features, a feature space can also comprise correlated

features. Correlation can be described as an estimate of the in#linear alliance in#between two

quantitative in#features. It can also beinin#defined as an estimate of how one feature influences

another. A strong correlationin#is frequently a considerable property if two features are

strongly correlatedin#; in#we can in#predict in#one in#from another. So, we often search for

featuresidthatidareidstronglyidcorrelated in#with in#the class. However, if two features are strongly

correlated, they supply duplicate information in judging the target. Mostly, by

considering one of such duplicate features, an accurate prediction on the target can be

made. In such a case, the second feature does not contribute any extra information, so

disregarding such features can help to compact the dimensionality. There are several

formulas to calculate the correlation between variables. Pearson correlation coefficient is

a well-known measure we apply oftenly in ML methods. This measure carries the value

between 1 and -1 to know the relationship between two features. 1 indicates a +ve

icorrelation: theid#values ofidone featureidincrease as the in#values of another in#increase. -1 means

a -ve correlation:idtheidvaluesid ofidone feature iddecreaseid asidtheidvalues ofidanother increase. 0
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in#meansidnoidlinearid#correlationid#between theidwo features. With the below formula, correlation

coefficient r(x, y) can be calculated.

The authorsin# in#proposed in#a feature in#selection approach in#based on the correlation

coefficient to draw the in#subset of features in#for in#improving the in#classification in#performance

with different variations[17]. The correlation coefficient using a fuzzy rough set is

applied to microarray gene expression data to get minimum and informative features for

increasing the classification accuracy by the authors in their research. The authors

compared their research outcome with traditional tree-based classification algorithms.

Their research result improved the classification accuracy[18]. In their research

contribution[19], the authors applied the correlation concept for power prediction. They

considered a weather dataset which has eight features. In their experiment, a subset of

variables considering the correlation coefficient, then several prediction models are

generated.  The generated model's accuracy is compared with traditional methods.

According to the authors of [20], the feature selection process minimizes the

computation problem and boosts the classification accuracy. Authors in their research

worked on intrusion detection data, which has 42 features. They validated a method by

selecting the prominent features by analyzing correlation coefficients between two

features. They adopted a featureidthatid isidstrongly correlated to the target variable and

loosely correlated with other variables. After analyzing the authors found 17 features out

of 41 and recorded 99.1% accuracy. The identification of cancer is the most significant

visible medical application in gene expression data. The actual cause for this is the huge

count of genes present rather than available training instances. The authors proposed a

hybrid feature selection method that merges the correlation coefficient with particle

swarm optimization(PSO). The authors performed their research on three multi-class

dataspaces, namely SRBCT, Lymphoma, and MLL. After the experiment, the chosen
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genes are applied to various classifiers like decision stumps, random tres, J48, random

forest, and genetic algorithm. The in#experimental resultsin#showed in#that in#the proposed

in#approach minimizedin#the in#number of gene in#expression and recorded better in#classification

accuracy[21].

Sigmis, feature in#selection in#approach, in#based on correlation is proposed to handle

continuous features and compare with existing Consistency subset Evaluation, CFS

Subset Evaluation, and FCBF algorithm. The proposed method selected efficient features

[22].Bioinspired features selection algorithm is proposed by authors to diagnose breast

cancer. The algorithm identified the three subsets. The best features out of three subsets

are selected by performing in#Correlation-based in#ensemble feature selection. in#The selected

best features are in#used to in#train a backpropagation neuralin# network[23]. In the present

research,  the correlation coefficient is used to attain one of the objectives.

Statistical & Ranking Filter Methods:

Based on the statistical test, these methods compute the feature score individually

and then in#evaluate in#the importance of in#features to predict the in#target class. These

approaches assign the rank to the features on the basis of specific metrics or criteria and

then select the best in#features in#with the highest in#ranking. in#Examples of in#such in#methods

include in#Symmetrical in#Uncertainty (SU), in#Information Gain (IG)[24], Chi-Square

AttributeidEvaluatorin# (Chi)[25], Relief, in#and in#Gain Ratio in#Attribute in#Evaluator (GRAE).

Symmetric Uncertainty (SU):

For calculating the distinctness of in#statistical autonomy of allocation in#between two

variable in#values and in#between variable and targetidclass, MutualidInformationin#(MI) can be

applied. Thisid#nonlinear computation specifies the correlationidbetween twoid features. By

converting or bringing MIidto theidentropies of twoidfeatures, SU can be acquired [26]. This

measurable factor is applied in various literature for computing the rightness of features

for classification (e.g. [27, 28]).
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SU is defined as follows:

(1)

Where Gain(X|in#Y) in#and in#H(X) are the in#information gain between two variables X

and Ya and entropy of variable X and, respectively. Since in#P(X)idisidtheidprior probabilities

for allidvalues ofidX,idusingidShannon's formula, theidentropy ofiddiscrete variable X is

computed as [29]:

∑Hin#(in#X) = − P(x i )log 2 (P(x i ))          (2)

i

Entropy can have a significant influence in#on in#other in#events (in#H(in#X|Y)). in#For P(X)

(theidprioridprobabilitiesidfor allidvalues of in#X) and P(in#X|in#Y) (theidposterior

probabilitiesidofidXidgiven in#the in#value of in#Y), theidconditionalidentropy of X given Y is

indicated as:

( 3)in#

Gain(X|in#Y) is the portion of declining the in#Uncertainty of in#X after noticing Y,

in#which in#is defined by:

Gain(in#X|in#Y) = in#H(in#X) − H(X|in#Y) = H(in#Yin#) − H(in#Yin#|iin#n#X) (4)

Informationin#gainin# is a symmetricalidmeasure and, in#therefore, IG(X|Y) = IG(Y|X).

The informationid#gainidof in#twoidvariables isid#normalized to theidrange [0, 1] (that is SU). If two

features, XidandidY, are independent, in#SUidwill be 0, andidfor in#two features Xid and Yid,

whichidare entirelyid#dependent,idSU will be in#1. It in#means that if SUin# = 1 in#for twoin# variables,

theidvalue of each oneid isid predictable by the other one.

In this research, various methods based on the Symmetrical Uncertainty (SU)

score have been proposed. Those methods are compared with other existing filter
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methods such as in#Information Gain in#(IG), in#Chi-Square Attribute Evaluator (Chi), Relief,

and Gain Ratio Attribute Evaluator (GRAE).

The authors proposed Symmetrical Uncertainty based feature selection is

proposed by the authors and employed to several datasets for improving the classification

performance with different variations[9]. The authors proposed an FS in#method in#with the

combination of local search and genetic algorithm (GA) using correlation-based filter

ranking. To fine-tune the population of GA results, local search is applied on the basis of

the SU measure. The experimental result on large dimension gene expression data

indicated better results in in#terms of in#feature in#size and in#classification in#accuracy[30]. Data

obtained across various sources are not screened, in#particularly in#for in#any required in#task e.g.,

classificationin#, in#anomaly detection, clustering, etc. Whenin# thein# datain# are subjected to an

ML algorithm, its results dropped duein# to a largein# numberin# of irrelevant or duplicate

features. The authors proposed a simple filter-based feature selection method using

symmetrical Uncertainty, which induced less processing cost and was powerfully

efficient in terms of classification results. Along with better classification accuracy, the

proposed approach selected a small number of features in most of the cases. The

suggested approach selected the best features based on its SU score of individual features.

Large scale analysis is done with many real-time datasets over three recognized

classification methods such as KNN, Ripper, and C4.5. Empirical outcomes of analysis

declared efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed method after feature selection using

SU[31].

Feature selection is an essential issue in the multivariate time series analysis.

Pattern recognition, rainfall prediction, sensor network analysis, and biomedical

classification all have various input features. The difficulty in these data spaces is that

these features have a time delay and interdependent relationships. In the research

article[32], the authors proposed a combination approach using SU and Pearson

Correlation for relevant featurein#idselectionin#idforin#multivariatein#idtime-seriesiniddata classification.

The authors applied the experiment on the meteorological data set. The result displayed
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that their proposed method rin#educed in#the in#number of in#features by 77.9% and increased

their accuracy.

The clustering-based feature selection technique is proposed by authors[33] using

SU. According to the authors, efficiency and effectiveness are two significant parameters

to be noted in the feature selection approach. The efficiency is nothing but the time

needed to draw the subset from original space and effectiveness refers to the result

of drawn features. Using this norm, a feature selection algorithm based on

clustering is proposed, and it uses a statistical metric of symmetric Uncertainty,

which measures a score between feature and final class. This technique in#works in

twoin# modes. In thein# firstin# mode, in#features arein# separated into clustersin# uniquely, i.e.,

without duplication, so each cluster is fixed with unique features in#using graph in#clustering

methods. In the next step, the highly informative feature that is strongly related to the

target class is identified in#from in#each in#cluster to form the in#best in#subset of features. This

technique produced excellent results in termsin# of in#efficiency and in#effectiveness.

Authors of [34] presented the hybrid feature selection approach. The proposed

approach makes use of a combination of resampling of instances and features to refine

the features space. This approach takes the benefit of both variable in#space in#and in#sample

instances in two phases. Thein#firstin#phasen#filters andin#resamples the samplein#domain. The

secondn#phasen#adopts a#hybrididprocedure byidinformationidgain,idwrapperiidsubset evaluation,

and in#geneticinsearch to in#find then#optimaln#featurespace.i Experimentsi conducted on different

benchmark databases and the output show an increase in the accuracy of five classifiers

(Multilayer Perceptron, Logistic, Best First Decision Tree, Naïve Bayes, and JRIP). In the

current research, all three proposed methods are based on the SU score. The detailed

approach is articulated in the next chapters clearly.

Chi-Square Attribute Evaluator (Chi):

One of the essential functions in any supervised ML process is to designate the

stable features from the available data space to secure the most excellent output.

Chi-Square Test is one such method to choose the best feature. Mathematically, this test
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is run on two distributions to decide the amount of closeness of their appropriate

variances. Thus, this test can be applied to decide the significant features for a considered

data space by identifying the features on which the target class is nearly dependent. For

every feature in the data space, the feature score is measured and then sorted down the

order as per the value. The towering the in#value ofin# , in#the in#more in#dependent on the

class in#label in#is on the feature in#and in#higher the importance in#the in#feature has on in#determining

the output. Let the features in the dataset has 'm' attribute values, and the output has k

class labels. Then the value of is given by the given equation:

where

– Observed frequency

Expected frequency

For every feature, an occurrence table is formed within# m rows in#and in#k in#columns.

Each entry (i,j) indicates the in#number in#of in#rows in#having in#attribute features as i and class

label as k. Thus every entry in this table indicates the observed frequency. To compute the

expected frequency of every entry, the proportion of the feature value in the total dataset

is computed first. Then it is multiplied by the total number of the current class label.

Various researchers apply the chi-square test for different purposes, which include

text categorization and sentiment analysis. Due to the rapid change in the internet,

people's opinion is spreading over social media. Nowadays, many social media sites

produce vast amounts of data. It is complicated to get required opinionated information

out of such massive data. Sentiment analysis is the classification of opinions manifested

in documents. Feature selection approaches generally applied to boost the classification

performance, which identifies the most significant features. The authors compared

different methods, namely Ant Colony Optimization using Maximum Entropy,

Chi-square, Query Expansion Ranking, Information Gain, and Modeling classification
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algorithms over the Turkish Twitter dataset[35]. The Chi-square method is applied to

intrusion detection to efficiently predicate network traffic with the help of Support Vector

Machine(SVM). As network traffic increases, the collected data size also gets increased.

It is not an easy task to classify such a huge amount of data. So, the most significant

features that can influence the classification model need to be known in advance. In their

article [36], authors applied a chi-squared attribute evaluator to know the stable features

to reduce the SVM training time.

The Chi-square method is applied to extensive microarray datasets as it contains a

few thousands of features. In real-time, it is challenging to analyze such databases. The

authors analyzed five popular ML algorithms (C4.5, KNN, RIPPER, and Naive Bayes) to

classify cancer data. To handle the high dimensional problem, the authors applied

Chi-square for gene selection. All five algorithms performed well after identifying the

best features[37]. In the current research also all the proposed methods are compared with

the chi-squared approach. In one of the objectives, the chi-square is used to propose an

unsupervised approach.

Gain ratio (GR)in#:

GR is ain# softening in#of the IG that minimizes its in#bias. GRid#considersidthe number

andid#sizeidof the split in#when selecting a feature. It amends the IG by picking the essential

informationidofidaidsplitidintoidaccount. Essentialidinformationidis the in#entropy of the distribution

ofidinstancesidintoidbranches (i.e.,in#howidmuchidinformationidweidneedid#toidtell whichidbranch an

instanceinidbelongs to). The in#value of attributes decreases as essential in#information gets

larger.

Classification of tumors basedidon geneidexpression in#levelsidis in#importantidfor the

diagnosisin# of tumors. Because the expression of genes has thousands of features in tumor

statistics, the selection of traits in#for in#tumor in#data in gene expression in#becomes an

in#important point for the in#classification of tumors.
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Inspiredin# by thein# concept of gain in#ratio in#in decisionin# tree in#theory, in#fuzzy in#rough set

theoryin# is in#proposed based on a characteristic selection method fuzzy gain ratio. The

proposed approach has experimented on three generic data sets in gene expression[38].

The gain ratio is applied to in#Softwarein# Defect in#Prediction(SDP). The nature of

SDP in#models relies significantly upon the nature of programming measurements

(dataset)idused to fabricate theidSDP #models. Highiddimensionality isidone ofidthe information

quality issues that influence the exhibition of SDP models. Feature selectionin#(FS) is a

demonstrated technique for tending to theiddimensionality issue. Nonetheless, the decision

of the FS technique foridSDP isidas yet an issue, as the more significant part of the

experimental examinations on FS strategies for SDP produce conflicting quality results.

Those FS strategies act distinctively because of various underlying computational

attributes. This could be because of the decisions of search techniques utilized in FS in

light of the fact that the effect of FS relies upon the decision of the search technique. The

authors in their research article[39], filter-based feature selection (FFR) techniques were

assessed utilizing four different classifiers more than five programming deformity

datasets acquired in#from in#theidNationalidAeronautics and SpaceidAdministration (NASA)

archive. The examination results demonstrated that the utilization of FS improves the

prescient execution of in#classifiers, in#and the exhibition of FS techniques can fluctuate

acrossid#datasets andidclassifiers. Inidthe FFR techniques, the Gain ratio exhibited the best

enhancements in presenting the forecast models. In the current research also all the

proposed methods are compared with the gain ratio approach. In one of the objectives,

the Chi-square is used to propose an unsupervised approach.

Relief:

Relief attribute evaluation [40], measures the value of a feature by iteratively

sampling a record of the data set and accounting the in#valueidof in#theidgiven feature forid#the

nearest record of theidsame in#and in#differentidclass

This research is on the filter based ranking methods. A summary of filter models

uses some evaluation criteria (statistical score) to remove noise and immaterial features
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that describe the dataset powerfully. Filter methods accomplish the featureidselectionin#

procedure as a preprocessing in#stepidwith noin#inductionidalgorithm. The in#characteristics, such

as distance between classes or statistical dependencies of the in#trainingiddata, are used

toidselectidfeatures. This model is quicker than the wrapper technique. As in#it in#acts

independentlyin# ofin# the in#induction in#algorithm, it produces better generalization results.

However, this method selects the high number of subsets of features,in#andidaidthreshold

value is recommended to select the subset. These in#methods in#designate in#the in#rank to in#each

variable based on usefulness.

Wrapper:

This method uses some searching techniques to choose the candidate subset. The

idea behind the wrapper approach is that the in#induction algorithmidis in#consideredidas a

blackidbox. The in#inductionidalgorithm is executed on the data set.in#Usually, the original

feature space is divided into different sets of features. The induction algorithm runs on

in#all in#sets of features. Thein# featurein# subsetin# withidtheidhighest in#evaluationidis selectedidas the

finalin# setin# on which algorithm is applied. Typically used evaluation techniques by

in#wrapper approach are Best in#first in#search, Hill climbing, Genetic search.

Figure 2.2.2 .Wrapper Approach [15,16]

In theidwrapper method, to test any subset of features, the latest model should be

generated, so these methods are mostly looped and computationally costly. Based on the

modeling algorithm selected, it produces the best performance[41]. Every loop of the

wrapper, theidsubset of features are formed basedidon the searching strategy. The searching

can be heuristic [42] or backward selection or forward selection [43]. As the wrapper
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mode of feature selection method includes both the in#selected in#induction in#algorithm and the

search policy, the processing cost is more. Onlyin# the simplestin# modelingin# methods can be

usedin#. In the wrapper method, searching for each possibility is a costly process. If the

dataset has 'N' features, it requires 2N-1 combinations to be searched. For each such

combination, the induction algorithm needs to be applied. Whichever combination of

features gives better accuracy then, theidfeatures in that combination are selecteddas the

best subset of the feature. In the article[44], the author reviewed the wrapper based

techniques. According to the author, there are three families of the wrapper method as per

the searching strategy. Those includes:

Exponential Complexity Methods:

These are computationally expensive, even though there is an average in#number of

features presentidin theiddataspace.in#The count of subsets gets increased exponentially. This

occurrence is called the curse of dimensionality. However, this solution guarantees to

locate the best featurein# subset.in#It is unsuitable to the instrumentin#due to discouragement

computationalin#amount. It examines allin# in#possible subsets whichin#in# ensure to locate the

best solution. However,iditidis hard toidrun, even with average dimensions featureidsets.

Branch and Bound Algorithm[45] is an example that falls under this group.

Population-Based Approaches:

Population-based techniques for selection of best features are extremely

acceptable, and their outcome may be described by the computational attempt and the

qualityin# of thein# given solutionin#.in#These techniques acquire a in#particular populationidbased

optimizationidmetaheuristic, whichid is the general concept to imitate growth regarding the

best possiblein#solutions in in#nature. Every in#population-based technique ihasidaidset of possible

solutions that are repeatedly corrected based on a particular in#mechanism seeking to get

the best solutions as per the in#given in#fitness in#function. After holding a stopidcriterion, the

method stops executing and gives the best solution among its population. The algorithms

based on these approaches are the Genetic Algorithm [46], Beein# Colonyin# Algorithm [47],

Advancedin# Binaryin# Ant Colonyin# Optimisation [48], Particle Swarm Algorithm [49].

Sequential selection strategies:
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These algorithms are types of greedy algorithms because of the iterative

characteristic function. These are named sequential as sequential.

1) The Sequential in# Forward Selection (SFS) algorithmin#

This technique begins its inquiry in#by in#an unoccupied set. Thenin# itin# focuses on

searching forin# a feature. When it recognizes the feature that permits it to hold the finest

classification performance, it isin# simplyin# appended to thein# unoccupied setin,in#which will

generate the in#pursued featurein# subset. Thisin# process is iterated until no additional strength

of the in#classification performance is recorded, possibly including any residual features.

Althoughin# thisin# algorithmin# provides a solution inin# a considerable amountin# of in#time, the

given solution's strength is likely to be not appreciable since the exploration of features is

restricted as in#a in#selected in#feature can not be eliminated in subsequent repetitions.

2) The in# Sequentialin# Backward Selection (SBS) :

This technique functions identical in#to in#the SFS, except in#that exploring the features

is executed in the reverse in#direction. This technique beginsidwith a setidthat carries all the

accessible in#features, and in#then it eliminates in#the feature in in#which removal boosts the

classification performance the maximum. This process is continued in#until in#no

development of in#classificationidaccuracy is in#possible in#by eliminating in#anyidof the residual

features. Identical to its opposite part representedidby SFS, SBSidhas no assurance of

identifying the best feature subset.

Embedded:

In this method, the selectionidof attributes isidbased on the ensemble of any

classifiers like nearest neighbor or support vector machine, and others. Basedidon the

competency of theidclassifier used, the selectionidof the best features is considered.

Examples include CART [50], C4.5 [51], these are on the basis of the decision tree, and

most recently, Elastic Net [52], Lasso [53], and XGBoost [54] some of the popular

hybrid feature selection techniques.
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Figure 2.2.3. Embedded Approach [45,16]

The review of embedded methods is articulated in [55]. According to the authors,

it can be called as in#hybrid methodsin#. These are the amalgamation of filter and wrapper

based approaches [56]. In generalin#, the in#high in#dimensional data is a strenuous act in#in#with

the wrapper method, so the authors constructed an ensemble feature selection technique

called a filter-wrapper technique. In this technique, the authors considered a statistical

estimate for ranking the in#features in#based on in#relevancy. Later the top-in#ranked features are

submitted to the in#wrapper technique in#so tnhat in#the in#in#number of assessments needed for the

wrapper technique has become linear. Thus, the processing cost is minimized using

embedded methods.

For the classificationidof in#medical in#data [57], the authors proposed a in#gene (feature)

selectionin# algorithmin# for identifying the prominent features of in#the in#medical in#diagnosis

system. The authors employed a measurable in#ranking method to in#filter in#the features from

the originalidhigh feature in#space, in#and the in#filtered in#features are subjected to the wrapper

method. This integration approach was employed to separate the prominent feature,

which affects cancer disease in the diagnosis task[58].

However, in this present research, filter-based SU and correlation coefficient are

crucial criteria for forming the features and compared with other existing filter

approaches to test the proposed methodology strength, which is discussed in the

subsequent sections.

Many researchers have applied filter and Wrapper methods of FS for

classification problems to designate the best subset with the limited size that increases the
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accuracy of classifiers [12, 59]. In addition to the wrapper and filter methods, the

embedded FS method is employed for the classificationidproblems as partidof the model

generation. SVM-RFE [42, 60] ensemble for feature selection. The main motive of

SVM-RFE is to estimate the rank of all features and arrangeidthem in descendingidorder of

its weight or rank. SVM-RFE iteratively follows the backward removal as in wrapper

approach to reduce the feature space. It is applied to the dermatology data set and secured

the best results.

Another embedded FS method is LASSO, which performs the regularization and

feature selection. Regularization means shrinking the data set by applying some threshold

value. During the features selection task, the features with a negative coefficient are

designated for a model generation [61, 62]. Random Forests(RF) is another popularly

applied FS approach to secure better prediction results. RF can designate the most

relevant variables by applying bagging and boosting [63, 64]. The filteridand

Wrapperidmethod isidapplied to predict proteinin#-in#disordered regions with 440in# features[65].

First, informationin# gainin# and in#F-Score are in#applied, then the wrapperin# methodin# is applied to

get the improvedin# classificationin# result.

To solve severe complications with a large numberin#of features in in#pattern

recognitionin#, FS in#has turned to another useful approach for many researchers to achieve

better performance[66]. The various researchers applied the correlation-Based Selection

(CFS) approach, which is a wrapper for a variety of reasons. For predicting the demand

for electricity in Australia, CFS is applied. The authors considered in#two yearsin# of

electricity# data for this# purpose. They evaluated the method using neural networks, linear

regression, and tree-based models[67]. The authors proposed# a clusteringn#-in#based

algorithm#calledin#FAST feature selection using the concept of SU and Correlation

Coefficient(CCE) to identify the strong subset. FAST worksin#inin two steps. In the nfirst

step, the graph theory concept is employed to create various clusters of features. In the

second stage, most informative features fromeachcluster are picked byapplyingthe prim's

algorithm[68]. Current research is mainly based on two mathematical estimates, such as

SU and CCE applied in the FAST but in a different way. CCE is applied in this current
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research work to know the relationship# (Weight) between two features and create cluster

features. SU is used to decide thethreshold value of the weight. It is also appliedto select

the best feature in each cluster. The Hamming interval is established as a closeness

calculation to updateidthe velocityidof the particle(s)idinbinaryidPSO framework to identify the

significant features to solveidthe gene expression problem [69]. Based on the clustering of

the graph and ant colony optimization searching plan, a feature selection GCACO is

proposed. GCACO functions in three stages, in the first stage, complete feature space is

constituted in the graph. In the second stage, with the help of community detection

methods, features are formed into various clusters. In the last stage, a prominent feature

from each cluster is chosen using ant colony optimization [70].

As one of the proposed methods is based on filter - based feature selection

algorithms like Information Gain (IG), Gain Ratio (GR), Chi - Squared (Chi), and

ReliefF(Rel), some of the existing literature is articulated here. Information gain is

applied by the authors with various classifiers to study the Indian music data set. They

have considered the top 11 features and tested with Multi-Layer Perceptron, thereby

securing the maximum accuracy[71]. Comparison between IG, GR, Chi, Rel with some

of the supervised algorithms has been presented for ranking the features of Australian and

credit approval data sets[72]. IG and Chi also applied for Malay text categorization with

Naive Bayes (NB), KNN, and N-gram. The chi-squared method recorded 96.14 %

accuracy with KNN [73]. FS concept is also used in intrusion detection systems to

increase the prediction rate, as the data set contains irrelevant and redundant data, which

lowers the classification rate[74, 75].

2.3 Challenges And Gaps Identified

In literature, feature selection techniques such as filter, wrapper, and embedded

modes existed. The wrapper provides the best subset based on search criteria and

classification algorithms. The filter is based on information value, and it assigns a rank to

the feature based on its information value. Searching and evaluating the best feature set is

a time-consuming process in case of a high dimensional data set. Searching can be done
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in a forward & backward way or randomly also. Forward & Backward searching may

give the best feature subset, but it is time-consuming [75,76]. Random search is faster but

may not give better results.

Filter approaches described in the ML studies have expressed some limitations.

Few methods do not address noise in data, and others expect the range of noise, which

should be defined by the user in advance. In a few cases, a subset of features is not

selected explicitly; instead, features are ranked as per statistical score, and the final

choice left to the user. In other cases, the user must define how many features are needed

or set a threshold manually. If any threshold (number of features to be selected) is fixed,

filter-based techniques can be considered. Filter methods are fast but may not produce

better results. Wrapper methods are slow but produce the optimal result, and also they

suggest the subset of features directly.

In this research, to draw the wrapper method's advantage, various approaches are

designed and implemented using filter-based ranking methods.

1. Select the feature subset using the correlation coefficient and symmetrical

Uncertainty.

2. Select the feature subset using the unsupervised approach.

3. Select the feature subset using a project allocation based or ensemble approach.
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CHAPTER 3

A Clustering Based Candidate Feature Selection Framework Using

Correlation Coefficient and Symmetrical Uncertainty

In this chapter, a proposed methodology using Symmetrical Uncertainty (SU) and

Correlation Coefficient (CCE) (SU-CCE) is explained with an example and comparative

results.

3.1 Symmetrical Uncertainty

SU is just a correlation measure that computes feature-class relevance. We say a

feature is reliable if it is highly pertinent to the target and not duplicate to different

features of the target. So, the feature must be effectively pertinent to the target, not to the

different features of the target. For this, an entropy-based concept information theory is

used. Entropy(E) is an assessment of the uncertainty of a random feature. The following

equation can define it.

Hin#(Xin#)= - (1)Σ𝑃(𝑥
𝑖
)𝑙𝑜𝑔2(𝑃(𝑥

𝑖
)

Andidthe E ofidX lateridobserving the score ofid#another feature in#Y isiddefined with the

below in#equation.

H(in#X/in#Y)=- (2)Σ𝑃(𝑦
𝑖
)Σ𝑃(𝑥

𝑖
/𝑦

𝑖
)𝑙𝑜𝑔2(𝑃(𝑥

𝑖
/𝑦

𝑖
))

In this case, p in#(xi) isidthe prioridprobabilities iforidalln#valuesidof X, and in#P(in#xiin#/in#yj) is

theidposterioridprobabilities ofidX whenin# valuesidofidY are in#given. The value byidwhich the

E(X) reduces returns an in#additional in#information in#about X supplied by in#Y is defined as

the InformationidGain (IG), which isidgiven with the below in#equation.

IG(X/Y)=H(X)-H(X/Y)                        (3)

In addition to this, there is one measure called Symmetric Uncertainty. It shows

the correlation among features to class with the given equation.

SU(X,Y)=2* [IG(X/Y)/H(X)+H(Y)]       (4)

SU adjusts theidIG's favor towards the in#featuresidwith in#moreidvalues and normalizesin#

itsidvalue to a in#rangeidof [0,1]. Where 1 indicates that the learning capability ofidone purely

estimates theidvalue of others and in#0 indicates in#that both arein# in#independent.
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3.2 Correlation Coefficient (CCE)

CCE is a widely used estimate used to calculate the similarity between two

features. CCE is +1 or -1 in case if there is a linear dependency among the features.

CCE value will be 0 If the features are not correlated. CCE can be used to know the

relationship between the features. Two types exist to estimate the CCE among two

features. Those are onin# the in#basis of in#information theory and classical linear in#correlation.

Linear CCE is the direct approach among them to estimate the CCE. As per the

approved study,  CCE betweenin# two randomin# variablesin# (X, Y)  can be given by:

(5)

3.3 Proposed Methodology

The proposed approach is based on Symmetrical Uncertainty and Correlation

Coefficient. The same is given in the below Figure 3.3.1.

Algorithm:
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Figure 3.3.1. Proposed Algorithm

3.4 Example

The proposed algorithm clearly explained with a simple example with the

assumption of ten (10) features in an example data set is given in this section.

1.  As per step 1 of the proposed algorithm, SU scores of eachidfeature are recorded inidthe

table below Table 3.4.1
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Table 3.4.1.  SU score of each feature of the example data set

SU Rank Feature Id

in#0.195 in#1 in#j

in# 0.193 in#2 in#h

0.191 in#3 in#g

in#0.187 in#4 in#i

0 .15 in#5 b

in#0.096 in#6 in#a

in#0.074 in#7 in#d

in#0.063 in#8 in#c

in#0.062 in#9 e

in#0.021 in#10 in#f

2. Threshold (T) value 0.15 is considered since 'b' is the central feature according

to step 2 of the proposed algorithm, threshold (T) =0.15. If the highest or lowest feature

SU score is taken as T, the size of clusters to be created may change. In order to optimize

the size of clusters, the central feature SU score is selected.

3. As per step 3 of the proposed algorithm Correlation Coefficient Symmetric

matrix (CCE(Xi, Yi)) of the example data set is recorded below in Table 3.4.2.

Table 3.4.2. CCE Symmetric matrix (CCE(Xi,Yi))

Feature
Id

a b c d e f g h i j
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a
3c# 1 -0.07 -0.04 -0.16 -0.17 -0.06 -0.12 0.31 -0.29 0.28

b -0.07 1 0.06 0.08 -0.12 -0.05 -0.14 -0.29 0.22 -0.36

c -0.04 0.06 1 -0.08 0.06 -0.02 0.28 -0.12 0.13 -0.08

d -0.16 0.08 -0.08 1 0.29 0.02 0.1 -0.33 0.3 -0.41

e -0.17 -0.12 0.06 0.29 1 0.12 0.33 -0.22 0.56 -0.27

f -0.06 -0.05 -0.02 0.02 0.12 1 0.01 0.05 0.09 -0.13

g -0.12 -0.14 0.28 0.1 0.33 0.01 1 0.05 0.27 -0.24

h 0.31 -0.29 -0.12 -0.33 -0.22 0.05 0.05 1 -0.33 0.46

i -0.29 0 .22 0.13 0.3 0.56 0.09 0.27 -0.33 1 -0.47

j 0.28 -0.36 -0.08 -0.41 -0.27 -0.13 -0.24 0.46 -0.47 1

4. As per step 4 of the proposed algorithm, transformed Weighted binary matrix of

the above matrix and weight of each feature is given below in  Table 3.4.3

Table 3.4.3.  Weighted binary matrix

Feature
Id

f# a f# b f# c f# d f# e f# f f# g h i j Weight Feature

f# a w# 1 w# 0 w# 0 w# 0 w# 0 0 w# 0 1 0 1 w#3 w# a

f# b w#0 w#1 w# 0 w#0 w#0 0 w#0 0 1 0 w#2 w#b

f#c w#0 w#0 w#1 w#0 w#0 0 w#1 0 0 0 w#2 w#c

f#d w#0 w#0 w#0 w#1 w#1 0 w#0 0 1 0 w#3 w#d

f#e w#0 w#0 w# 0 w#1 w#1 0 w#1 0 1 0 w#4 w#e

f#f w#0 w#0 w# 0 w#0 w#0 1 w#0 0 0 0 w#1 w#f

f#g w#0 w#0 w# 1 w#0 w#1 0 w#1 0 1 0 w#4 w#g

f#h w#1 w#0 #0 w#0 w#0 0 w#0 1 0 1 w#3 w#h

f#i w#0 w#1 w#0 w#1 w#1 0 w#1 0 1 0 w#5 w#i
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f#j w#1 w#0 w0 w#0 w#0 0 w#0 1 0 1 w#3 w#j

Cell[a,c] value is transformed to '0', because CCE [a, c] = - 0.04 which is less than

'T' i.e 0.15. Similarly cell[a,j] value is transformed to 1, because CCE [a, j] = 0.28 which

is greater than 'T' i.e 0.15. In the same fashion, CCE[X, Y] is transformed into a binary

matrix(0,1). As per step 5 of the algorithm, the weight of each feature is calculated. The

weight of features a,d,h,j is three since it is highly correlated with three features,

including itself. Feature 'f' has weight 1, features g, e has weight four, and features 'i' as

weight 5.

5. As per step 6 of the algorithm, the sorted list of features according to their

weight is given in Table 3.4. 4.

Table 3.4.4  Sorted  listidof feature andidweight

Cluster

Id

Weight Feature Id Selected Feature

Fromideach cluster

1 w#1 f f

2 w#2 b b (since feature ‘b’ SU score is

greater than ‘c’)
w#2 c

3

w#3 a j (since feature j SU score is greater

than all other features SU score)
w#3 d

w#3 h

w#3 j

4 w#4 g g (since feature ‘g’ SU score is

greater than SU score of  ‘e’)
w#4 e

i
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5 w#5 i

There is only one feature i.e, 'f' with weight 1, so it is included in cluster-id 1. The

weight of features 'b' and 'c' is 2, so it is included in cluster 2. Weight of features a,d,h,j is

3, so it is included in cluster 3. Weight of features g, e is 4, so it is included in cluster 4.

There is only one feature with five i.e, 'i', so it is included in cluster 5.

6. As per step 7 of the proposed algorithm, there is only one feature in cluster 1,

so it is directly selected. From cluster 2, feature b is selected out of b and c since 'b' SU

score is maximum, From cluster 3, 'j' is selected among all since its SU score is

maximum. From cluster 4, g is selected as its SU score is greater than the cluster's

remaining features. There is only one feature in cluster 5, so it is taken directly.

Selected candidate subset of feature (CFS) = {f, b, j, g,  i}

In this way, out of 10 features, 5 features are formed.

3.5 Experimental Results and Comparisons

The proposedin# method's strength is tested with ten in#well-in#known data sets freely

available in the public domain. Table 3.5.1 describes the data set characteristics.

Table 3. 5. 1. Data sets  characteristics

Datain#

set ID

Name of thein#

Data Set

Class in#Features Instances Nature of Datain#

D 1 Ionosphere #c2 f# 34 i# 351 Radar data
(Integer, Real)

D 2 Dermatology #c6 f#34 i#366 Type of
Erythemato-Squamous
Disease
(Categorical, Integer)

D 3 Biodegradation #c2 f#41 ii# 1055 Molecular descriptors
(Integer, Real)
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D 4 Cardiotocography #c3 ff#22 i# 2126 Measurements of fetal
heart rate (FHR)
(Real)

D 5 Lung Cancer #c3 f# 56 i# 33 Lung cancer data
(Integer)

D 6 Libras Movement #c15 f# 90 i# 360 Hand movement type
in LIBRAS
(Real)

D 7 Connectionist
Bench(Sonar)

#c2 f# 60 i# 208 Discriminate between
sonar signals
(Real)

D 8 Spambase #c2 f# 57 i# 4601 Classifying Email as
Spam or Non-Spam
(Integer, Real)

D 9 Breast
Cancer(WDBC)

#c2 f# 30 i# 569 Breast Cancer Data
(Integer, Real)

D 10 Musk (V 2) #c2 f# 166 i# 476 Predict whether new
molecules will be
musks or non-musks
(Integer)

The proposed approach has experimented with the open-source and widely

accepted machine learning tool weka and R statistical Programming language. 10in#-fold

cross-in#validation is employed forin# all in#the datain# sets. After employing the suggested

algorithm, the size of the feature space is reduced. The features derived as an outcome of

the proposed approach on each datain# set is produced in Table 3.5.2.

Table 3.5.2.  # Featuresin# formedin# by the proposed method

Data

set ID

Name of the Data Set #in# Featuresin# Derived

By proposed method

# Features in

Original Data set
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D1 Ionosphere df13 f# 34

D 2 Dermatology df13 f# 34

D 3 Biodegradation df 23 f# 41

D 4 Cardiotocography df 12 f# 22

D 5 Lung Cancer df 15 f# 56

D 6 Libras Movement df 21 f# 90

D 7 Sonar df 28 f# 60

D 8 Spambase df 16 f# 57

D 9 Breast Cancer(WDBC) df 15 f#30

D 10 Musk (V 2) df 54 f# 166

In orderidto estimate the significance ofidthe proposed algorithm, the top 'N' features

drawn by existing techniques are chosen. CCE between the features is calculated using R

programming. SU and accuracy of classification techniques with the derived features are

calculated with the help of weka as well as the R statistical Programming language.

Discussion:

The proposed algorithm and existing methods performances with rule-based

(Ridor, Jrip), tree-based (Simple cart(SC) and J48), lazy(IBK), and Bayes classifier (NB)

are discussed in this section. Accuracy of classification is computed based on the

confusion matrix records, where it has a positively and negatively classified count. Apart

from the accuracy of all classification algorithms using features derived by proposed and

other existing methods other statistical analysis of proposed methods such as TP Rate

(Truein#Positivein# Rate ), FP in#Rate(in#FalseidPositive Rate)in# Precision,idRecall,idF_Measure, and

in#ROCidArea, is provided.

Accuracy= [TP+TN]/[Total number of records]
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True in#positive in#rate (or in#sensitivity)= TPR=TP in#/(in#TP + in#FN)

Falsein# positivein# rate =  FPRin#= FPin#/ (in#FPin#+in#TN)

Recallin#=in# in#True in#Positivesin#/in#(in#Truein# Positives in# in#+ in# in#False in# in#Negatives)

Precision in#= in# in#True in#Positivesin#/in#(in#True in# in#Positives in# + in# False idPositives)

F1-Score = 2*(Precision * Recall)/(Precisionid +id Recall)

The result analysis of all datasets is given in  Table 3.5.3.

Table 3.5.3.  Result Analysis [77]

Dataset

ID

Method

Ridor Jrip SC J48 IBK NB Avg

1

IG a# 89.74 a# 91.45 a# 87.46 a# 91.73 a# 86.89 a# 84.9 88.7

Chi a##90.88 a# 90.31 a# 88.88 a# 91.16 a# 88.03 a# 88.03 89.55

GR a#89.45 a# 90.02 a# 88.6 a# 90.59 a# 90.31 a# 86.03 89.17

Rel a#91.16 a# 91.16 a# 91.45 a# 94.01 a# 89.17 a# 90.02 91.16

Proposed a#90.31 a# 88.6 a# 90.02 a# 92.02 a# 88.88 a# 89.17 89.83

2

IG a# 82.24 a# 79.23 a# 80.32 a# 80.87 a# 82.51 a# 83.33 81.42

Chi a# 83.33 a# 83.6 a# 83.33 a# 83.06 a# 85.24 a# 84.15 83.79

GR a# 83.33 a# 83.6 a# 83.33 a# 83.06 a# 85.24 a# 84.15 83.79

Rel a# 79.23 a# 76.77 a# 77.32 a# 77.86 a# 81.14 a# 81.42 78.96

Proposed a# 91.25 a# 89.07 a# 89.89 a# 91.8 a# 92.34 a# 94.53 91.48

3

IG a# 81.51 a# 82.27 a# 83.79 a# 83.79 a# 73.64 a# 82.08 81.18

Chi a# 81.32 a# 82.18 a# 83.31 a# 83.69 a# 73.45 a# 82.27 81.04

GR a# 81.51 a# 81.61 a# 82.18 a# 83.69 a# 74.02 a# 83.31 81.05

Rel a# 81.42 a# 82.18 a# 83.22 a# 84.26 a# 75.16 a# 83.12 81.56

Proposed a# 80 a# 81.99 a# 83.5 a# 83.79 a# 74.5 a# 82.84 81.1

4 IG a# 98.4 a# 98.82 a# 98.63 a# 98.58 a# 97.83 a# 88.33 96.77
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Chi a# 98.11 a# 98.91 a# 98.54 a# 98.82 a# 97.78 a# 89.46 96.94

GR a# 98.11 a# 98.44 a# 98.49 a# 98.82 a# 97.69 a# 90.21 96.96

Rel a# 98.44 a# 98.73 a# 98.63 a# 98.63 a# 96.94 a# 90.54 96.99

Proposed a# 98.49 a# 98.73 a# 98.54 a# 98.63 a# 97.22 a# 89.93 a# 96.92

5

IG a# 53.12 a# 59.37 a# 62.5 a# 59.37 a# 56.25 a# 65.62 a# 59.37

Chi a# 59.37 a# 53.12 a# 62.5 a# 62.5 a# 62.5 a# 62.5 a# 60.42

GR a# 59.37 a# 53.12 a# 62.5 a# 62.5 a# 62.5 a# 62.5 a# 60.42

Rel a# 68.75 a# 53.12 a# 56.25 a# 56.25 a# 68.75 a# 71.87 a# 62.5

Proposed a# 56.25 a# 56.25 a# 68.75 a# 59.37 a# 50 a# 71.87 a# 60.42

6

IG a# 46.38 a# 44.16 a# 55.55 a# 56.66 a# 73.05 a# 44.16 a# 53.33

Chi a# 48.88 a# 45.55 a# 54.16 a# 55.83 a# 72.22 a# 44.16 a# 53.47

GR a# 47.77 a# 43.61 a# 52.5 a# 57.5 a# 72.22 a# 41.38 a# 52.5

Rel a# 49.72 a# 48.61 a# 58.88 a# 60 a# 76.38 a# 44.16 a# 56.29

Proposed a# 57.22 a# 51.94 a# 60.55 a# 65.83 a# 84.44 a# 60.83 a# 63.47

7

IG a# 72.11 a# 77.4 a# 72.59 a# 74.51 a# 87.98 a# 70.19 a# 75.8

Chi a# 72.11 a# 77.4 a# 72.59 a# 74.51 a# 87.98 a# 70.19 a# 75.8

GR a# 72.11 a# 77.4 a# 72.59 a# 74.51 a# 87.98 a# 70.19 a# 75.8

Rel a# 76.44 a# 75.96 a# 73.55 a# 74.03 a# 87.5 a# 69.23 a# 76.12

Proposed a# 74.03 a# 81.25 a# 78.36 a# 76.92 a# 85.09 a# 72.59 a# 78.04

8

IG a# 91.15 a# 91.98 a# 91.87 a# 92.91 a# 89.48 a# 88.24 a# 90.94

Chi a# 91 a# 91.54 a# 91.76 a# 93.02 a# 89.89 a# 86.06 a# 90.55

GR a# 89 a# 90.06 a# 90.28 a# 90.61 a# 88.39 a# 70.68 a# 86.5

Rel a# 85.41 a# 86.3 a# 87.58 a# 87.37 a# 85.98 a# 68.31 a# 83.49

Proposed a# 90.15 a# 90.52 a# 91.45 a# 91.48 a# 88.93 a# 75.94 a# 88.08

9

IG a# 92.26 a# 91.91 a# 92.26 a# 92.79 a# 92.97 a# 92.44 a# 92.44

Chi a# 92.26 a# 92 a# 92.26 a# 92.79 a# 92.97 a# 92.44 a# 92.45
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GR a# 92.26 a# 92 a# 92.26 a# 92.79 a# 92.97 a# 92.44 a# 92.45

Rel a# 94.55 a# 93.84 a# 92.97 a# 93.67 a# 96.13 a# 94.55 a# 94.29

Proposed a# 94.9 a# 93.49 a# 93.84 a# 94.37 a# 95.07 a# 93.32 a# 94.17

10

IG 72.89 78.99 79.41 a# 83.61 a# 75.84 a# 84.87 a# 79.27

Chi 73.31 74.36 80.25 a# 82.35 a# 76.05 a# 85.71 a# 78.67

GR a# 75.42 a# 74.78 77.94 a# 80.67 a# 67.43 a# 80.61 a# 76.14

Rel a# 74.78 a# 76.26 81.09 a# 82.35 a# 72.05 a# 82.77 a# 78.22

Proposed a# 73.52 a# 75.84 a81.72 a# 81.09 a# 74.78 a# 85.5 a# 78.74

Initially, the Ionosphere data set has 34 features. After applying the proposed

method, 13 best features are derived. Over Ionosphere data set the proposed method

performing better than traditional methods such as GR and IG with the Ridor classifier.

With J48, classifiers NB, J48, and SC, the proposed algorithm produced improved

accuracy than traditional techniques such as GR, Chi, and IG but recorded less

performance than the traditional Relief technique. With the lazy learner IBK, the

proposed algorithm displayed improved results than Chi and IG. The average accuracy of

the proposed algorithm has demonstrated improved performance than traditional GR,

Chi, and IG, but not than Relief. The graphicalidrepresentation ofidthe above analysis is

shownidin Figure 3.5.1. Other statistical analysis is documented in Table 3.5.4
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Figure 3.5.1. Graphical representation of result analysis Over Ionosphere dataset

Table 3.5.4. Statistical Analysis of Ionosphere dataset

Jrip Confusion Matrix

TP

Rate

FP

Rate

Precision Recall F-Measure ROC

Area

Class A B

0.929 0.183 0.901 0.929 0.915 0.873 g 209 17

0.817 0.071 0.866 0.817 0.841 0.873 b 23 102

Ror Confusion Matrix

0.929 0.143 0.921 0.929 0.925 0.897 g 209 16

0.857 0.071 0.871 0.857 0.864 0.897 b 18 108

J48 Confusion Matrix

0.96 0.151 0.919 0.96 0.939 0.934 g 216 9

0.849 0.04 0.922 0.849 0.884 0.934 b 19 107

SC Confusion Matrix

0.933 0.151 0.917 0.933 0.925 0.91 g 210 16
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0.849 0.067 0.877 0.849 0.863 0.91 b 19 106

NB Confusion Matrix

0.907 0.119 0.932 0.907 0.919 0.957 g 203 21

0.881 0.093 0.841 0.881 0.86 0.957 b 16 111

IBK Confusion Matrix

0.96 0.214 0.889 0.96 0.923 0.876 g 216 9

0.786 0.04 0.917 0.786 0.846 0.876 b 27 99

The result analysis over the Dermatology dataset is given in Table 3.5.3 (Dataset

ID 2). The graphicalidrepresentation ofidthe above analysis isidshown in Figure 3.5.2. Other

statistical analysis is documented in Table 3.5.5. Initially, the Dermatology dataset has 34

features. After applying the proposed method, 13 best features are derived. With the 13

best features, the proposed algorithm produced the highest accuracy than all traditional

techniques with all classifiers. Authors of [67] proposed the clustering-based feature

selection using SU. They classified with Jrip and secured 86% accuracy. With the IBK

classifier, 87% accuracy is achieved.

Figure 3.5.2. Graphical representation of result analysis Over Dermatology

dataset
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Table 3.5.5. Statistical Analysis of Dermatology dataset

Jrip Confusion Matrix

TPR FPR Precisi

on

Recall F-

Measure

ROC

Area

Class A B C D E F

0.721 0.052 0.733 i n# 0.721 0.727 0.924 Two 44
in#

3 in# 0 in# 0 13
in#

1

0.955 0.016 0.964
in#

0.955 0.96 0.986 One 5 in# 107 0 in# 0 in# 0 0

0.958 0 1 in# 0.958 0.979 0.983 Three 1 in# 0 in# 69 1 in# 1 in# 0

0.923 0.003 0.98 in# 0.923 0.95 0.994 Five 0 in# 0 in# 0 in# 48 4 in# 0

0.776 0.057 0.679 in# 0.776 0.724 0.956 Four 10
in#

1 in# 0 in# 0 in# 38
in#

0

1 0.003 0.952 in# 1 0.976 0.997 Six 0 in# 0 in# 0 in# 0 in# 0 20

Ror Confusion Matrix

0.738
in#

0.039 0.789 0.738 0.763 0.849 Two 45 4 0 0 11 1

0.982 0.016 0.965 0.982 0.973 0.983 One 1 in# 110 1 0 0 0

0.958 0.003 0.986 0.958 0.972 0.977 Three 0 in# 0 in# 69 2 1 0

1 0.006 0.963 1 0.981 0.997 Five 0 0 in# 0 in# 52 0 0

0.776 0.038 0.76 0.776 0.768 0.869 Four 11 0 0 in# 0 38 0

1 0.003 0.952 1 0.976 0.999 Six 0 0 0 in# 0 0 20

J48 Confusion Matrix

0.754 0.039 0.793 0.754 0.773 0.925 Two 46
in#

2 0 0 11 2
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0.99 0.008 0.982 0.991 0.987 0.987 One 0 111 1 0 0 0

0.972 0.003 0.986 0.972 0.979 0.989 Three 0 0 70 2 0 0

1 0.006 0.963 1 0.981 0.998 Five 0 0 0 52 0 0

0.755 0.035 0.771 0.755 0.763 0.96 Four 12 0 0 0 37 0

1 0.006 0.909 1 0.952 0.995 Six 0 0 0 0 0 20

SC Confusion Matrix

0.705 0.052 0.729 0.705 0.717 0.92 Two 43 1 0 0 15 2

0.973 0.008 0.982 0.973 0.978 0.988 One 3 109 0 0 0 0

0.986 0 1 0.986 0.993 0.992 Three 0 0 71 1 0 0

0.981 0.003 0.981 0.981 0.981 0.984 Five 0 1 0 51 0 0

0.755 0.05 0.698 0.755 0.725 0.929 Four 12 0 0 0 37 0

0.9 0.006 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.945 Six 1 0 0 0 1 18

NB Confusion Matrix

0.754 0.016 0.902 0.754 0.821 0.982 Two 46 1 0 2 12 0

1 0.004 0.991 1 0.996 1 One 0 112 0 0 0 0

1 0 1 1 1 1 Three 0 0 72 0 0 0

1 0.006 0.963 1 0.981 1 Five 0 0 0 52 0 0

0.898 0.038 0.786 0.898 0.838 0.982 Four 5 0 0 0 44 0

1 0 1 1 1 1 Six 0 0 0 0 0 20

IBK Confusion Matrix

0.82 0.046 0.781 0.82 0.8 0.872 Two 50 1 0 1 9 0
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0.973 0.004 0.991 0.973 0.982 0.977 One 2 109 0 0 1 0

0.972 0 1 0.972 0.986 0.992 Three 1 0 70 0 1 0

0.981 0.003 0.981 0.981 0.981 0.983 Five 0 0 0 51 1 0

0.776 0.038 0.76 0.776 0.768 0.886 Four 11 0 0 0 38 0

1 0 1 1 1 1 Six 0 0 0 0 0 20

The result analysis over the Biodegradation dataset is given in Table 3.5.3

(Dataset ID 3). Graphicalidrepresentation of above analysisidis shown in Figure 3.5.3. Other

statistical analysis is documented in Table 3.5.6. Initially, the Biodegradation dataset has

41 features. After applying the proposed method, 23 best features are derived. With these

23 best features, the proposed method has produced the highest accuracy than traditional

GR methods with the Jrip classifiers. The proposed method recorded better accuracy than

traditional Chi, GR, Rel methods with Simple cart. Also, with the NB classifier, the

proposed approach outperforms than traditional IG, Chi, GR methods.
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Figure 3.5.3. Graphical representation of result analysis Over Biodegradation

dataset

Table 3.5.6. Statistical Analysis of Biodegradation dataset

Jrip Confusion Matrix

TPRate FPRate Precision Recall F-Measure ROC

Area

Class A B

0.722 0.13 0.739 0.722 0.73 0.815 RB 257 99

0.87 0.278 0.86 0.87 0.865 0.815 NRB 91 608

Ror Confusion Matrix

0.579 0.087 0.772 0.579 0.661 0.746 RB 206 150

0.913 0.421 0.81 0.913 0.858 0.746 NRB 61 638
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J48 Confusion Matrix

0.73 0.107 0.776 0.73 0.753 0.837 RB 260 96

0.893 0.27 0.867 0.893 0.879 0.837 NRB 75 624

SC Confusion Matrix

0.711 0.102 0.781 0.711 0.744 0.858 RB 253 103

0.898 0.289 0.859 0.898 0.878 0.858 NRB 71 628

NB Confusion Matrix

0.913 0.34 0.577 0.913 0.707 0.884 RB 325 31

0.66 0.087 0.937 0.66 0.774 0.883 NRB 238 461

IBK Confusion Matrix

0.767 0.14 0.736 0.767 0.751 0.812 RB 273 83

0.86 0.233 0.879 0.86 0.869 0.812 NRB 98 601

The result analysis over the Cardiotocography dataset is given in Table 3.5.3

(Dataset ID 4). The graphicalidrepresentation of the above analysisidis shown in Figure

3.5.4. Other statistical analysis is documented in Table 3.5.7. Initially, the

Cardiotocography dataset has 22 features. After applyingidthe proposedidmethod, 12 best

features are derived. The average performanceidof the proposedidmethod is little improved

than the traditional IG method. Also, it is competing with all other existing methods.
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Figure 3.5.4. Graphical representation of result analysis Over Cardiotocography

dataset

Table 3.5.7. Statistical Analysis of Cardiotocography dataset

Jrip Confusion Matrix

TPid

Rate

FPid

Rate

Precision Recall F-Measure ROC

Area

Class A B C

0.936 0.004 0.972 id 0.936 0.953 id 0.963 TWO 276 18 1

0.996 0.038 0.989 id 0.996 0.992 id 0.979 ONE 7 1648 0

0.994 0.001 0.994 id 0.994 0.994 id 0.996 THREE 1 0 175

Ridor Confusion Matrix

0.919 0.004 0.971 id 0.919 0.944 id 0.957 TWO 271 23 1

0.996 0.049 0.986 id 0.996 0.991 0.973 ONE 7 1648 0
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0.994 0.001 0.994 id 0.994 0.994 id 0.997 THREE 1 0 175

J48 Confusion Matrix

0.925 0.004 0.975 id 0.925 0.95 id 0.973 TWO 273 21 1

0.996 0.045 0.987 id 0.996 0.992 id 0.985 ONE 6 1649 0

0.994 0.001 0.994 id 0.994 0.994 id 0.996 THREE 1 0 175

SC Confusion Matrix

0.915 0.003 0.978 id 0.915 0.946 id 0.975 TWO 270 24 1

0.997 0.051 0.986 id 0.997 0.991 id 0.986 ONE 5 1650 0

0.994 0.001 0.994 id 0.994 0.994 id 0.996 THREE 1 0 175

NB Confusion Matrix

0.78 0.07 0.642 id 0.78 0.704 id 0.913 TWO 230 61 4

0.956 0.153 0.956 id 0.956 0.956 id 0.959 ONE 62 1583 10

0.563 0.007 0.876 id 0.563 0.685 id 0.976 THREE 66 11 99

IBK Confusion Matrix

0.915 0.014 0.912 id 0.915 0.914 id 0.957 TWO 270 23 2

0.992 0.064 0.982 id 0.992 0.987 id 0.969 ONE 13 1641 1

0.886 0.002 0.981 id 0.886 0.931 id 0.951 THREE 13 7 156

The result analysis over the Lung Cancer dataset is given in Table 3.5.3 (Dataset

ID 5). Graphicalidrepresentation of above analysisidis shown in Figure 3.5.5. Other

statistical analysis is documented in Table 3.5.8. Initially, the Lung Cancer dataset has 56

features. Afteridapplying the proposedidmethod, 15 best features are derived. The average

performance ofidthe proposedidmethod is competing with all other traditional methods
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except Rel. Especially with NB and SC classifiers, the proposed approach is recorded

with better accuracy than existing methods.

Figure 3.5.5. Graphical representation of result analysis Over Lung Cancer dataset

Table 3.5.8. Statistical Analysis of Lung Cancer dataset

Jrip Confusion Matrix

TPRate FPRate Precision Recall F-Measure ROC

Area

Class A B C

0.889 0.174 0.667 0.889 0.762 0.809 One 8 1 0

0.538 0.368 0.5 0.538 0.519 0.468 Two 3 7 3

0.3 0.136 0.5 0.3 0.375 0.677 Three 1 6 3

Ror Confusion Matrix
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0.778 0.174 0.636 0.778 0.7 0.802 One 7 1 1

0.615 0.368 0.533 0.615 0.571 0.623 Two 3 8 2

0.3 0.136 0.5 0.3 0.375 0.582 Three 1 6 3

J48 Confusion Matrix

0.667 0.087 0.75 0.667 0.706 0.812 One 6 3 0

0.615 0.368 0.533 0.615 0.571 0.619 v Two 1 8 4

0.5 0.182 0.556 0.5 0.526 0.709 Three 1 4 5

SC Confusion Matrix

0.667 0.087 0.75 0.667 0.706 0.848 One 6 3 0

0.846 0.368 0.611 0.846 0.71 0.692 Two 1 11 1

0.5 0.045 0.833 0.5 0.625 0.723 Three 1 4 5

NB Confusion Matrix

0.889 0.13 0.727 0.889 0.8 0.913 One 8 1 0

0.615 0.211 0.667 0.615 0.64 0.709 Two 3 8 2

0.7 0.091 0.778 0.7 0.737 0.859 Three 0 3 7

IBK Confusion Matrix

0.667 0.304 0.462 0.667 0.545 0.667 One 6 3 0

0.385 0.368 0.417 0.385 0.4 0.451 Two 6 5 2

0.5 0.091 0.714 0.5 0.588 0.677 Three 1 4 5
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The result analysis over the Libras Movement dataset is given in Table 3.5.3

(Dataset ID 6). The graphicalidrepresentation of the above analysisidis shownidin Figure

3.5.6. Other statistical analysis is documented in Table 3.5.9. Initially, the Libras

Movement dataset has 90 features. After applying the proposedidmethod, 21 best features

are derived. With the 21 best features, the proposed method has produced the highest

accuracy than all traditional methods with all classifiers.

Figure 3.5.6. Graphical representation of result analysis Over Libras Movement

dataset

Table 3.5.9. Statistical Analysis of Libras Movement dataset

Jrip Confusion Matrix

TP R FP Preci

sion

Recal

l

F-Me

asure

ROC

Area

Class A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O
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0.542 0.045 0.464 0.542 0.5 0.777 One 1

3

4 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 1 1 1 1

0.458 0.036 0.478 0.458 0.468 0.886 Two 1 1

1

0 1 0 0 3 0 2 1 2 1 0 2 0

0.625 0.012 0.789 0.625 0.698 0.828 Three 0 0 1

5

1 0 1 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

0.792 0.036 0.613 0.792 0.691 0.937 Four 0 0 0 1

9

0 4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0.792 0.009 0.864 0.792 0.826 0.917 Five 1 0 0 2 1

9

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0.417 0.027 0.526 0.417 0.465 0.805 Six 0 2 0 6 1 1

0

1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1

0.458 0.074 0.306 0.458 0.367 0.841 Seven 2 1 2 0 0 0 1

1

3 1 1 0 1 0 2 0

0.333 0.051 0.32 0.333 0.327 0.765 Eight 2 0 0 1 0 1 2 8 1 0 3 0 3 2 1

0.708 0.027 0.654 0.708 0.68 0.964 Nine 1 1 1 0 0 0 2 0 1

7

0 1 0 0 0 1

0.375 0.033 0.45 0.375 0.409 0.759 One0 2 0 0 0 0 1 5 0 2 9 1 4 0 0 0

0.125 0.057 0.136 0.125 0.13 0.821 OneO

ne
2 2 0 1 0 0 2 6 0 0 3 0 5 3 0

0.5 0.024 0.6 0.5 0.545 0.801 OneT

wo
2 1 1 0 0 0 4 0 0 4 0 1

2

0 0 0

0.333 0.033 0.421 0.333 0.372 0.842 OneTh

ree
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 1 0 7 0 8 2 0

0.625 0.042 0.517 0.625 0.566 0.848 OneFo

ur
1 1 0 0 2 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1

5

0

0.708 0.012 0.81 0.708 0.756 0.87 OneFi

ve
0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 1 0 1

7

The result analysis over the Sonar dataset is given in Table 3.5.3 (Dataset ID 7).

The graphicalidrepresentation ofidthe above analysis is shownidin Figure 3.5.7. Other

statistical analysis is documented in Table 3.5.10. Initially, the Sonar dataset has 60

features. After applying the proposed method, 28 best features are derived. With the 28

best features, the proposed method has produced highest accuracyidthan all traditional

methods with allidclassifiers except with the IBK. Researchers applied clustering-based
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feature selection on the same dataset and classified it with various classifiers [68]. The

proposed method is competing with their approach.

Figure 3.5.7. Graphical representation of result analysis Over Sonar dataset

Table 3.5.10. Statistical Analysis of Biodegradation dataset

Jrip Confusion Matrix

TP

Rate

FP

Rate

Precision Recall F-

Measure

ROC Area Class A B

0.835 0.207 0.779 id 0.835 0.806 0.813 id R 81 16

0.793 0.165 0.846 id 0.793 0.819 0.813 id M 23 88

Ridor  Confusion Matrix

0.701 0.225 0.731 id 0.701 0.716 0.738 id R 68 29

0.775 0.299 0.748 id 0.775 0.761 0.738 id M 25 86
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J48 Confusion Matrix

0.66 0.135 0.81 id 0.66 0.727 0.807 id R 64 33

0.865 0.34 0.744 id 0.865 0.8 id 0.807 id M 15 96

SC Confusion Matrix

0.742 0.18 0.783 id 0.742 0.762id 0.819 id R 72 25

0.82 0.258 0.784 id 0.82 0.802 id 0.819 id M 20 91

NB Confusion Matrix

0.814 0.351 0.669 id 0.814 0.735 id 0.835 id R 79 18

0.649 0.186 0.8 id 0.649 0.716 id 0.835 id M 39 72

IBK Confusion Matrix

0.804 0.108 0.867 id 0.804 0.834 id 0.849 id R 78 19

0.892 0.196 0.839 id 0.892 0.865 id 0.849 id M 12 99

The result analysis over the Spambase dataset is given in Table 3.5.3 (Dataset ID

8). Graphicalin# representationin# of above analysisin# is shownin# in Figure 3.5.8. Other

statistical analysis is documented in Table 3.5.11. Initially, the Spambase dataset has 57

features. Afterin# applyingin# the proposedin# methodin#, 16 best features are derived. The

average performancein# of the in#proposed in#method is little improved than traditional GR and

Rel.
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Figure 3.5.8. Graphical representation of result analysis OverSpambase dataset

Table 3.5.11. Statistical Analysis of Spambase dataset

Jrip Confusion Matrix

TPR FPR Precision Recall F-Measure ROC

Area

Class A B

0.846 0.056 0.907 id 0.846 0.876 id 0.912 spam 1534 279

0.944

0.154 0.904 id 0.944 0.923 id 0.912 not 157 2631

Ridor  Confusion Matrix

0.866 0.075 0.882 id 0.866 0.874 id 0.895 spam 1570 243

0.925 0.134 0.914 id 0.925 0.919 id 0.895 not 210 2578

J48 Confusion Matrix
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0.887 0.067 0.896 0.887 0.891 0.947 spam 1608 205

0.933 0.113 0.927 0.933 0.93 0.947 not 187 2601

SC Confusion Matrix

0.883 0.065 0.899 id 0.883 0.891 id 0.946 spam 1600 213

0.935 0.117 0.924 id 0.935 0.93 id 0.946 not 180 2608

NB Confusion Matrix

0.955 0.368 0.628 id 0.955 0.758 id 0.935 spam 1732 81

0.632 0.045 0.956 id 0.632 0.761 id 0.935 not 1026 1762

IBK Confusion Matrix

0.871 0.099 0.852 id 0.871 0.861 id 0.895 spam 1579 234

0.901 0.129 0.915 id 0.901 0.908 id 0.895 not 275 2513

The result analysis over the WDBC dataset is given in Table 3.5.3 (Dataset ID 9).

the graphicalin# representationin# of the above analysis is in#shown in in#Figure 3.5.9. Other

statistical analysis is documented in Table 3.5.12. Initially, the Breast Cancer dataset has

30 features. Afterin# applyingin# the proposedin# method, 15 best features are derived. The

average performancein# of the in#proposed in#method is in#better in#than traditional IG, GR, and

Chi. With Ridor, Jrip, SC, and J48 classifiers, the proposed method recorded little

improved classification accuracy than features derived by all traditional methods. In the

research article [18], authors applied feature selection on the same data set andidapplied

various classifiers.
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Figure 3.5.9. Graphical representation of result analysis OverWDBC dataset

Table 3.5.12. Statistical Analysis of WDBC dataset

Jrip Confusion Matrix

TP

Rate

FP Rate Precision Recall F-

Measure

ROC

Area

Class A B

0.91 0.05 0.915 id 0.91 id 0.913 id 0.943 M 193 19

0.95 0.09 0.947 id 0.95 id 0.948 id 0.943 B 18 339

Ridor  Confusion Matrix

0.925 0.036 0.938 id 0.925 id 0.931 id 0.944 M 196 16

0.964 0.075 0.956 id 0.964 id 0.96 id 0.944 B 13 344

J48 Confusion Matrix
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0.934 0.05 0.917 id 0.934 id 0.925 id 0.928 M 198 14

0.95 0.066 0.96 id 0.95 id 0.955 id 0.928 B 18 339

SC Confusion Matrix

0.887 0.031 0.945 id 0.887 id id 0.915 id id 0.949 M 188 24

0.969 0.113 0.935 id 0.969 id 0.952 id 0.949 B 11 346

NB Confusion Matrix

0.887 0.039 0.931 id 0.887 id 0.908 id 0.982 M 188 24

0.961 0.113 0.935 id 0.961 id 0.948 id 0.982 B 14 343

IBK Confusion Matrix

0.925 0.034 0.942 id 0.925 id 0.933 id 0.945 M 196 16

0.966 0.075 0.956 id 0.966 id 0.961 id 0.945 B 12 345

The result analysis over the Musk (V 2) dataset is given in Table 3.5.3 (Dataset ID

10). The graphicalidrepresentationin# of thein# above analysis is shownidin Figure 3.5.10. Other

statistical analysis is documented in Table 3.5.13. Initially, Musk(V2) dataset has 166

features. in# After in# applying the in#proposed in#method, 54 best features are derived. The

average in#performance of in#the in#proposedidmethod is a little in#betteridthan traditional Chi, GR,

and Rel.
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Figure 3.5.10. Graphical representation of result analysis Over Musk (V 2) dataset

Table 3.5.13. Statistical Analysis of Musk (V 2) dataset

Jrip Confusion Matrix

TPin#

Rate

FPin#

Rate

Precision in#Recall in#F-

Measure

in#ROC

Area

Class A B

0.614 0.13 0.784 0.614 0.688 0.773 Musk 127 80

0.87 0.386 0.745 0.87 0.803 0.773 non 35 234

Ridor  Confusion Matrix

0.614 0.171 0.734 0.614 0.668 0.721 Musk 127 80

0.829 0.386 0.736 0.829 0.78 0.721 non 46 223

J48 Confusion Matrix

0.778 0.164 0.785 0.778 0.782 0.826 Musk 161 46

0.836 0.222 0.83 0.836 0.833 0.826 non 44 225
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SC Confusion Matrix

0.754 0.134 0.813 0.754 0.782 0.839 Musk 156 51

0.866 0.246 0.82 0.866 0.843 0.839 non 36 233

NB Confusion Matrix

0.783 0.279 0.684 0.783 0.73 0.836 Musk 162 45

0.721 0.217 0.812 0.721 0.764 0.836 non 75 194

IBK Confusion Matrix

0.845 0.138 0.825 0.845 0.835 0.858 Musk 175 32

0.862 0.155 0.879 0.862 0.871 0.858 non 37 232

After analyzing the average performance of all the approaches (proposed and

existing), the proposed method competitive rate against the existing method is tabulated

in the form of loss, draw and winning percentage in Table 3.5.14

Table 3.5.14. Average in#competence of the proposedidmethod with existingidmethods

Data set ids Out of 10 Data sets

Method Loss Draw Win in# Loss % Draw%i

n#

Win%in#

in#IG 3,8,10 nil 1,2,4,5,6,7,9 30 nil 70

Chi 4,8 5 1,2,3,6,7,9,10 20 10 70

Gr 4 5 1,2,3,6,7,8,9,10 10 10 80

Rel 1,3,4,5,9 nil 2,6,7,8,10 50 nil 50

The average competence of in#the in#proposed in#approach is calculated in#based on in#the

average in#accuracy of all the classifiers.
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W: Number of datasets on which proposed algorithm accuracy is higher than traditional

method accuracy, D: Proposed method accuracy is equal to the traditional method

accuracy. L: Proposed method accuracy is lesser than the traditional method accuracy.

T: Total number of datasets.

Win%=  (W / T)

Draw%= (D/T)

Loss%= (L/T)

From Table 3.5.14 statistical analysis, the proposed algorithm accuracyidis higher

than traditional Chi and IG methods on 70 % of the data sets. The proposed algorithm

accuracy is higher on 50 % of the dataidsets than Relief. The proposed algorithm accuracy

is higher at 80 % of the data sets than GR. For this comparison, all the algorithms'

average classification accuracy (Jrip, Ridor, J48, SC, NB, IBK) is considered.

The proposed algorithm has also experimented on a very high dimensional Colon

cancer microarray dataset. It has 2000 features and two classes. As per the steps proposed

in the algorithm, firstly, SU was applied and determined the features whose score is

above zero. We could get 138 features whose SU score is above zero. Then, the CCE

matrix of those 138 features is constructed. Then, the weight of each feature is calculated.

After completion of the process, we could get a subset of 38 features. The result of the

proposed method on Colon cancer is given in Table 3.5.15.

3.5.15 Classification Result Analysis of Colon Cancer

Method Jripin# Ridor in# J48 in# SC in# NB in# IBK in#

IG 77.41 74.19 80.64 77.41 80.64 82.25

Chi 79.03 70.96 80.64 77.41 83.87 82.25

Gr 77.41 74.19 80.64 77.41 82.25 82.25
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Rel 77.41 74.19 80.64 77.41 80.64 82.25

Proposed 82.25 70.96 91.93 83.87 88.87 79.03

ALL features

(SU > 0)

75.80 64.51 82.25 75.80 53.22 77.41

The accuracy of the features derived by Information gain(IG), ReliefF(Rel), and

Gain ration(Gr) is the same because the top 38 features derived by those are the same.

The comparative analysis of the proposed method and existing algorithms with various

classifiers is given in Figure 2.

Figure 3.5.11.  Comparative Analysis

The comparative analysis shown in Figure 3.5.11 reveals thatin# the in#proposed

algorithmin# is performing in#better than all existing methods with Jrip, J48, and NB

classifiers. It is also competing with Chi and performing better if all the features are

considered using Ridor. The proposed method is performing a little lower than all

existing but recorded improved performance with IBK.
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Other Comparisons:

The proposed algorithm performance is compared with some of the available

research results. The proposed method decision tree result with 38 features recorded

91.63% accuracy. Whereas the recently developed FCBF displayed 89.59 % with 51

features, the MRMR feature selection technique displayed 81.53 % with 100 features,

and SFFS recorded 89.60% accuracy with 18 features[78]. The authors [79] introduced

Qualitative Mutual Information (QMI) in 2018. They performed the experiment on colon

cancer data. According to their result, the NB algorithm using QMI registered 80.64%

accuracy with 121 features, whereas the proposed method displayed 88.87% accuracy

with 38 features. The decision tree with QMI produced 85.48% accuracy, whereas the

proposed method displayed 91.93% accuracy. The authors applied a genetic algorithm

with Support Vector Machine (GA/SVM, 2016) in their research[80] on colon cancer

data. They achieved 88.65% result, whereas the proposed method with decision tree

achieved 91.93% and with Naive Bayes 88.87% accuracy.

The proposed work is compared with a few state of art feature selection

algorithms that are published during the year 2014 to 2017 [81]. HDBPSO, 2015 [69]

feature selection algorithm achieved 90.28 % average accuracy on colon cancer, whereas

the proposed algorithm in this research achieved 91.93% accuracy with the decision tree.

GCACO, 2015 achieved 81.42% accuracy[70], whereas the proposed method with Jrip,

decision tree, simple cart, naive bayes recorded better accuracy. GCNC, 2015 achieved

82.37% accuracy[82], whereas the proposed method with a decision tree, simple cart,

naive bayes recorded improved accuracy. HPSO-LS, 2016 secured 83.88 % accuracy[83],

whereas the proposed method with a decision tree, naive bayes recorded improved

accuracy.

The proposed method average accuracy over the ionosphere dataset is 89.83%,

whereas QIFS, 2017 [84] recorded 86.69 %, and UFSACO, 2014 displayed 88.61 %

accuracy[85]. The proposed method average accuracy over the dermatology dataset is

91.48 %, whereas GCNC, 2015 achieved 88.21%. The proposed method average

accuracy over the Sonar dataset is 78.04 %, whereas GCNC, 2015 displayed 76.33% and
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bGWO, 2016 recorded 73.1% accuracy[86]. The proposed method average accuracy over

a spambase is 88.08%, whereas UFSACO, 2014 achieved 87.92%, and it is competing

with GCACO, GCNC, MOEA/D, 2015 [87]. The proposed method average accuracy

over a WDBC dataset is 94.17%, whereas GASNCM,2016 displayed 3.42, GCACO,2015

recorded 94.14%, and UFSACO,2014 achieved 92.06%. The proposed method average

accuracy over Musk(V2) dataset is 78.74%, whereas W-QEISS, 2016 is 76.02%[88].

3.6 Summary

In this research, a feature selectionin# methodin# to minimize thein# size of thein# data

space by nominating the optimal subset for enhancing the classification performance is

proposed. For this proposed method, two statistical techniques SU and CCE, and, are

considered to designate the optimal subset. The proposed approach was compared with

four in#traditionalin# filterin#-based in#ranking techniques such as in#Informationidgainid(IG),

Chi-Squareid(Chi), Relief(Rel), and GrainidRatioid(GR). The proposed algorithm was applied

to ten different real-time data sets that are available in the public domain. Features

derived by the proposed method are evaluated with various classifiers such as Ridor, Jrip,

SC, J48, IBK, and NB. After careful investigation of the classifier's accuracy on all the

datasets, it is proved that the presented methodology recorded better performance than

traditional Chi and IG on 7 data sets. It is also performed stronger than traditional GR

on 8 data sets. The proposed algorithm performed better on a very high dimensional

Colon cancer microarray dataset. It has 2000 features and two classes. It is also

competing with the ReliefF method on 5 data sets. The proposed in#approach in#is compared

in#with recently in#published feature selection methods also.
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CHAPTER 4

An Unsupervised Approach For Selection of Candidate Feature Set

Using Filter Based Techniques

4.1 Unsupervised Approach

Unsupervised training is a ML approach, where supervising the learning model is

not required. Those models function themselves on the basis of their own observations.

Those models primarily handle the data which do not have any label. Unsupervised

approaches permit us to solve multiplexed processing jobs compared to supervised

approaches. Although, these can offer uncertain results compared withidsome of the

natural methods. The actual task of an unsupervised approach is to merge scattered data

points as per the closeness features among them and separate them without any advanced

training.

The main cause of utilizing unsupervised approaches are:

● Unsupervised ML discovers all types of unrevealed samples in data.

● Unsupervised methods assist in identifying useful features for grouping.

● These approaches can be used in real-time. So, all the input data to be examined

and labeled in the presence of learners.

● It is uncomplicated to get unrevealed data from a computer than stamped (labeled)

data, which requires human involvement.

Clustering is the chief topic when we reach an unsupervised approach. Clustering

primarily involves identifying a pattern in a group of unordered data. Clustering methods

will operate on data and identify groups if they present in the data. It is also possible to

change the number of groups that algorithms should detect.

There are a few clustering techniques in the literature. Those includes:

K-Means Clustering:

In this type, the unlabeled examples are grouped into predefined numbers(K).

However, identifying the optimal K value is not an easy task. It requires much
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computation as data point size increases. In the current research also K-Means clustering

is applied to form the subset of features [89].

Hierarchical Clustering – in this type, data points are grouped in the parent and child

fashion. Later, those groups can be divided individually [90].

Probabilistic Clustering – In this type, based on probability scale, data points are

separated into multiple groups [91].

These are not limited types of clustering techniques. In the literature, several

advanced clustering methods are proposedidby theidresearchers. In this research, for one of

the essential tasks, K-means is applied, which is enough for the research results.

Based on this theory, a feature selection approach is introduced in this research.

K-Meansidclustering technique is appliedidto theidfeature score, which is derived from

filter-based techniques such as Chi-Squareid(Chi), Grain Ratio (GR), Informationidgain

(IG), and Relief (Rel) to form a similar group of features.

IG is explained as information obtained by collecting the feature relevance score,

which can be calculated as

IG(X/Y)=H(Class)-H(Class/Attribute) (1)

A simple example is given here to calculate the IG value of a continuous feature

with the entropy. Assume a1 and a2 are two attributes, and it has a class label that has two

values, i.e. Y and N.

a1    a2    Class

1    5    Y

1    5    Y

1    5    Nid

1    6    N id

2    6    N id

2    6    Y

2    7    Y

3    7    Y

3    7    Y
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3    8    N

3    8    Y

4    8    Y

4    8    Y

4    8    Y

4    8    Y

4    8    Y

There are 16 examples in the data set, out of which 12 examples belong to Y class

remaining are N class. The entropy of class(x0 can be calculated as.

Entropy(x)=  − ∫ p ( x ) log ( p ( x ) )

H(class)   = -4/16(log(4/16)) - 12/16(log(12/16))

H(Class|Attribute)   =  H(a1|Class)+H(a2|Class)

H(a1|Class) or H(a1) =  e1+e2+e3+e4

1...>Total: 4 (2 Y + 2 N)  -2/4(log(2/4)-2/4(log(2/4) ...> (e1)

2...>Total: 3 (2 Y + 1 N)  -2/3(log(2/3)-1/3(log(1/3) ...> (e2)

3...>Total: 4 (3 Y + 1 N)  -3/4(log(3/4)-1/4(log(1/4) ...> (e3)

4...>Total :5 (5 Y) -5/5(log(5/5)  ...............> (e4)

Entropy(a1 ) =  H(class)  - H(a1|Class)

GR is theid non-symmetricalidmeasure that is introduced to adjust theidbias of the IG [12]. It

can be given by

GR =(H(Class)-H(Class|Attribute))/H(Attribute) (2)

Chi is an alternative method used more frequently [60]. It measures the value of a feature

by calculating the valueidof the chi-squaredidstatistic concerning the class. The primary

hypothesis H0 is an assumption thatidthe two featuresidare not related to each other, and the

below formula evaluates it:

(3)χ2 =
𝑖=1

𝑟

∑
𝑗=1

𝑐

∑
(𝑂

𝑖𝑗
−𝐸

𝑖𝑗
)2

𝐸
𝑖𝑗
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Oij: is the frequency observed.

Eij: is the frequency of the expected.

The higher the score of , the higher the evidence againstidthe hypothesisidH0 is.χ2

Rel attribute evaluation [61], measures the value of a feature by iteratively sampling a

record of the data set and accounting theidvalue of theidgiven feature for theidnearest record

of the same andiddifferent class

4.2 Nbcluster using Elbow

Deciding the more favorable numberidof clusters in a dataidset is an elementary

subject in forming the clusters. In the K-means clustering approach, users need to pass

the K value to form the K clusters. But, what is the optimal value for K ?. There is no

proper answer to this question. The more favorable number of clusters depends on the

approach employed for calculating similarity and the factors used for separation. By

looking into the dendrograms generated by a hierarchical approach, a simple solution can

be found to decide the optimal number of clusters, but this is also subjective. Better than

this, in literature, a method called Elbow is proposed based on calculating within-cluster

sums of squares[68].

Recollect the fundamental scheme of the clustering method of K-means, is to

form the clusters so that the total within-cluster sum of squares (WSS) is reduced. The

WSS computes the closeness of the Clustering, and it should be as minimum as possible.

The Elbow approach focuses on the total WSS as a basis of the number of clusters. The

best number of cluster values can be chosen so that by addition of any other cluster does

not increase better total WSS.

Steps to find the optimal clusters using the Elbow method are given below [68].

1. Calculate the clustering algorithm for diverse values of k (say 1 to 10).

2.  Estimate the 𝜮wss for all K.

3. According to the K value plot the curve.
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4. The position of a bend (knee) in the plot is normally consideredidas an indicatoridof the

optimal numberidof clusters.

An example of such a plot is given in Figure 4.2.1.

Figure 4.2.1. Example of Elow method result

In the above Figure 1. The X-axis contains theidnumber ofidclusters(K). Y-axis

contains 𝜮wss. For each K value, 𝜮wss is pointed. For K value 4, a knee bend is

observed so, in the above case, the optimalidnumber ofidclusters can be 4.

The sample code to know the optimalidnumber of clusters is given below.

library (NbClust) # NbClust library is to be installed

data <- read.csv("exampledata.csv")

optimal_cluster <- NbClust(iddata, iddistance = "ideuclidean", idmin.nc = 2,idmax.nc =

10, method = "kmeans")

min.nc is the minimum number of clusters and max.nc is the minimum number of

clusters. Data is an object which carries the dataset. The variable optimal_cluster holds

the result.
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4.3 Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP)

MLP is one of the most popular classification techniques. After grouping the

features in various clusters, to identify the strong among them, MLP has been employed

to each group. In the MLP, there can be more than one linear layer (combinations of

neurons), as shown in Figure 3. If we consider an easy example, in the 3-layer network,

the last layer will be the output. In the middle, there will be a hidden layer, and the first

layer is called an input layer. First input data will be passed to the input layer, and output

is collected from the output layer. The size of the hidden layer can be increased

depending on the complexity of the problem. MLP uses backpropagationidas part of its

learningidphase. The nodes useida non-linearidactivation function (Basically, theyidturn each

other on) MLP'sidare fullyidconnected (each hidden node is connected to each input node).

Figure 4.3.1: MLP Structure

Based on the minimum Root Mean Square Error rate (RMSE) given by MLP, the

strong cluster is selected. The overall accuracyidof the prediction error canidbe represented

in scalaridquantity accordingidto meanidsquare error (MSE) criterionidor root meanidsquare

errorid(RMSE), percentage RMSE as in the following formulation.
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4.4 Proposed Methodology (UFS)

The objective of this research is to suggest the finest subset of features. For this,

Initially, a number of instances belonging to the various class labels are balanced using

the popular SMOTE approach, which functions on the KNN method[71,72]. In the

second level, relevance scores of all features are derived by filter-based ranking methods

such as IG, Rel, Chi, and GR are stored. With this process, a new data space with four

features is formed. The number of instances in the newly formed data space is equal to

the number of features in the initial dataset.

The chosen approaches (GR, Rel, CHI, IG) are ranking algorithms based on

information theory [74]. These approaches award the weight(score) and rank to every

feature, according to the worth of information a feature has.

In the literature, few FS methods such as Consistency SubsetidEvaluator, CFS

SubsetidEvaluator, and ClassifieridSubset Evaluator are also available. Those methods give

the candidate subset on the basis of the induction algorithm and searching process

employed. Those are costly in termsidof computation timeidand consumption of

memory[75].

To avoid the overfitting problem, the unsupervised dataset(which has no class

label) is normalized by applying the Min-Max theory. Normalizing the data set before

applying any clustering is important because data points are separated based on the sum

of square distance. If the values of features are not in the same range, we may get adverse

results. Min-Max technique is as follows:
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NVi=[vi−minimum(v) / (maximum(v)−minimum(x)) ] * Predefined Boundary

(5)

where v=(v1,...,vn) and vi is ith normalized data.

Predefined Boundary varies depending on the data set considered.

An example of Min-Max calculation is given in Figure 4.4.1.

Figure 4.4.1. Example of Min-Max calculation

After normalizing the dataset, K-Means clustering is applied to it to form the

cluster of features. Here Elbow method is employed to know the best K value.

After the process of clustering features, which are having similar qualities

grouped in the same cluster, which means the weak features will be in one group, average

features in another group, and strong features in some other group based on the distance

among them. We need not focus on all clusters. We require only a strong cluster. To

identify strong clusters among K-clusters, MLPidis employed to eachidcluster. On the basis

of the minimum RMSE rate, the best cluster is identified. Features in the best cluster are
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designated as the strong subset. The same procedure is presented algorithmically in

Figure 4.4.2.

Algorithm

Figure 4.4.2 :Flowchart of proposed methodology.

Pseudocode of the above algorithm is:

D: Initial dataset (D f1 to fn)

Dm: Balanced dataset

DNorm: Normalized dataset

Dm= SMOTE(D)

IGScore=InfoGain(Dm)
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GRScore=GainRatio(Dm)

CHIScore=ChiSquared(Dm)

RELScore=Relief(Dm)

DNorm: min-max(IGScore,GRScore,CHIScore,RELScore)

N=Elbow(DNorm)

Di=K-Means(DNorm) for i=N Where ‘N’ is the optimal cluster recommended by Elbow

RMSEi=MLP(Di)

Best_Cluster= minimum(RMSEi)

4.5 Example

Assume there are ten features in the initial balanced dataset. Their score by

filter-based methods GR, IG, CHI, and Rel is like in Table 4.5.1.

From Table 1, it can be observed that the score drawn by each method is not in the

same range. This means the score derived by GR, IG, and Rel are in between 0 to 1,

whereas the CHI score is in a few hundred, it may affect the formation of clusters. So

these values are required to be normalized. To do this, the Min-Max normalization

technique is applied. The right side portion of Table 1 shows the normalized data.

Table 4.5.1. Sample attribute's score and normalized by the filter-based method

Attribute's score Normalized Score

FNO GR IG Chi Rel GR IG Chi Rel

1 0.35 0.41 216 0.20 1 1 1 1

2 0.29 0.29 214 0.195 0.67 0.4 0.98 0.95
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3 0.27 0.28 190 0.16 0.56 0.35 0.78 0.64

4 0.26 0.27 180 0.15 0.50 0.30 0.69 0.55

5 0.25 0.26 150 0.14 0.44 0.25 0.44 0.45

6 0.24 0.25 120 0.13 0.39 0.20 0.18 0.36

7 0.22 0.24 110 0.13 0.28 0.15 0.09 0.36

8 0.21 0.23 105 0.12 0.22 0.10 0.05 0.27

9 0.19 0.22 103 0.11 0.11 0.05 0.03 0.18

10 0.17 0.21 99 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

To get the best value of K, the Elbow method is applied to Table 1 normalized

data set. Assume the Elbow method is suggested K=3. Then, generate 3 clusters by

employing K -Means to the unsupervised dataset(Table 1 normalized data set). Then

classify each cluster using MLP and note its RMSE rate. On the basis of its performance,

designate the best cluster. Table 4.5.2 displays the features grouped in each cluster and

RMSE  rate produced by MLP.

Table 4.5.2.Cluster of features and RMSE rate

Cluster Id (Cid) Features in it RMSE

C1 1, 2, 3 0.409

C2 7, 8, 9 0.423

C3 4, 5, 6 0.315

Cluster 3 (C3) has recorded the lowest error rate so that C3 is considered as a strong

group, and features in their (4, 5, 6) are considered as the strong subset. In this way, the

advantage of the wrapper method is drawn using the filter-based methods.
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4.6 Experimental Results and Comparisons

The experiment is demonstrated using the weka machine learning tool and R

statistical programming language with all default settings for trainingidand testing the

classificationidaccuracy [92, 93]. The proposedidmethod performance is compared with

some of the traditional filter rankingidmethods. For this, top 'N' numbers of features

suggested by them are taken. Here 'N' is the size of the strong cluster. For example, when

the proposed method is applied to a Biodegradation dataset, it was suggested a cluster

with 11 features. So, the top 11 features given by existing methods are taken. The features

given by the proposed method and existing methods are not the same, but there might be

few common features. Only collecting the features is not sufficient, the strength of the

features can be estimated after applying the classification technique with them. For this

purpose, four differentidtypes of classification algorithmsidare applied, namely Naive Bayes

(NB), J48, Jrip, and KNN. The proposed method is tested using six datasets available in

the open community. Those are: Biodegradation dataset which has 41 features in it,

Sonar data set with 60 features in it, Spambase data set which has 57 attributes in it,

Movement libras which has 90 features, Ionosphere data set with 34 features in it and

popular KDD data set which has 40 features in it. The detailed descriptionidof these

dataidsets is also given in chapter 1 also.

The rest of the portion discusses the subset's outcomes generated by the proposed

approach over the different data sets using said classification techniques with the possible

illustration. Every in the below section is divided into two parts (left and right). The left

side portion contains the K value, which is the optimal number of clusters given by

Elbow, cluster-id (CID), number of features (F) in each cluster, RMSE rate given by

MLP. The right side portion consists of each classification technique's accuracy, which is
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calculated using a confusion matrix. The result analysis of all methods is given in Table

4.6.1.

Table 4.6.1. Result Analysis [94]

Data set: Bio Degradation

K Cid RMSE F NB J48 Jrip IBK AVG

5

C1 .4143 10 C2 77.61 84.83 84.47 83.47 82.59

C2 .3559 11 IG 77.61 83.90 83.40 83.47 82.09

C3 .4521 11 GR 77.53 85.05 81.83 82.68 81.77

C4 .4997 1 CHI 78.82 84.12 83.54 83.54 82.50

C5 .3731 8 REL 77.46 85.55 84.40 84.12 82.88

Data set: Sonar

K Cid RMSE F NB J48 Jrip IBK AVG

4 C1 .4092 35 C2 72.93 76.60 71.10 80.27 75.22

C2 .4076 18 IG 69.26 76.60 81.19 86.23 78.32

C3 .4509 5 GR 68.34 75.68 70.18 79.81 73.5

C4 .4141 2 CHI 68.34 78.44 77.98 85.32 77.5

REL 67.88 77.52 77.98 88.53 77.97
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Data set:  Spambase

K Cid RMSE F NB J48 Jrip IBK AVG

2

C1 .3675 38 C2 88.70 93.48 92.67 90.27 91.28

C2 .2559 19 IG 88.70 93.48 92.67 90.27 91.28

GR 76.43 91.66 90.52 89.57 87.04

CHI 88.70 93.48 92.67 90.27 91.28

REL 74.20 90.90 90.22 89.01 86.08

Data set:  Movement Libras

K Cid RMSE F NB J48 Jrip IBK AVG

4

C1 .2253 16 C3 55 64.72 46.66 82.22 62.15

C2 .16 26 IG 51.94 64.16 48.05 76.94 60.27

C3 .15 32 GR 47.77 60.27 49.16 75 58.05

C4 .20 16 CHI 49.16 62.22 47.5 77.77 59.16

REL 51.66 60.55 45 78.83 59.01

Data set: Ionosphere

K Cid RMSE F NB J48 Jrip IBK AVG

2

C1 .2302 23 C1 86.85 89.43 87.06 94.61 89.48

C2 .3503 22 IG 86.85 89.43 87.06 94.61 89.48
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GR 87.28 89.87 87.28 93.96 89.59

CHI 86.85 89.43 87.06 94.61 89.48

REL 86.42 89.87 85.99 94.18 89.11

Data set: KDD

K Cid RMSE F NB J48 Jrip IBK AVG

2

C1 .147 25 C2 91.58 99.59 99.48 98.86 97.37

C2 .135 15 IG 89.21 99.64 99.57 98.41 96.70

GR 89.11 99.54 99.51 98.76 96.73

CHI 89.21 99.64 99.57 98.41 96.70

REL 89.85 99.11 99.51 99.10 96.89`

Elbow method has suggested 5 clusters (K) when it is applied to a Bio

Degradation dataset. Out of 5 clusters, the C2 cluster has 11 features, and its RMSE error

rate is lesser than remaining clusters, so it is identified as the strong cluster, and features

in it are designated as a strong subset. The actual data set consists of 41 features. The

proposed method suggested 11 strong features. The subset of features given by the

proposed approach displayed improved results than all traditional approaches using Jrip.

Also, C2 recorded better results than existing IG and CHI with J48. C2 noticed little

improvement than existing GR and Rel, and it is also competing with IG with NB

classifier. Recorded competitive accuracy with IG and GR using IBK. The graphical

representation of the result of Biodegradation shown in Figure 4.6.1.
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Figure 4.6.1. Graphical representation of Biodegradation

Features given by existing filter methods and proposed methods over the Bio

Degradation dataset are given below Table 4. The number given in each cell is the feature

id of the dataset. Top 11 features derived by existing methods are included in the Table

4.6.2.

Table 4.6.2. Features extracted by traditional and proposed methods over the Bio

Degradation dataset.

GR IG CHI REL Proposed

25 36 36 25 11

36 27 27 30 3

41 7 22 37 9

3 22 39 13 1

20 39 1 1 6

6 1 7 39 10
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17 3 3 38 8

21 33 33 17 7

1 23 23 10 2

33 5 15 27 5

7 41 5 15 4

The graphical representation of the Sonar data set is shown in Figure 4.6.2. The

proposed approach derived 18 best features from 60 features when applied to the Sonar

data set. The best number of clusters suggested by the Elbow is 4. Out of 4 clusters, the

C2 cluster with 18 features recorded a minimum RMSE rate. So, C2 is selected as the

strong cluster, and those cluster features are designated as a strong subset. With those

features, the proposed approach displayed improved accuracy than existing GR with Jrip.

Also, C2, competing with existing GR and IG with J48. The features of C2 performed

better than all existing methods with NB. It also noticed competitive results than GR with

IBK.

Figure 4.6.2. Graphical representation of Sonar data set
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The graphical representation of the Spambase data set is given in Figure 4.6.3.

The initial data set contains 57 features. After applying the proposed approach, 19

features have been derived. The Elbow method has suggested 2 clusters (K), a cluster id

C2, which has 19 features displayed minimum RMSE, so C2 cluster is selected as the

strong cluster, and features in it are selected as a strong subset. The features of C2

performed better with all the classifiers when compared with existing filter methods.

Figure 4.6.3. Graphicalidrepresentation of the Spambase data set

The graphical representation over the Movement Libras dataset is given in Figure

4.6.4. Out of 90 features, 32 features have been derived. The Elbow method suggested K

value as 4, Out of 4 clusters, a cluster id C3 has 32 features in it, and MLP 's RMSE rate

is recorded minimum with those features, so C3 is selected as the strong group, and

features in it are chosen as the informative subset. When the classification technique is

applied to the Movement Libras data set, informative features derived by the proposed

method have appeared better than all other existing filter methods using J48, NB, and

IBK.
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Figure 4.6.4. Graphicalidrepresentation of the Movement Libras Results

The graphical representation result over the Ionosphere dataset is given in Figure

4.6.5. Out of 34 features, 23 features have been derived. The Elbow method suggested K

value as 2, Out of 2 clusters, a cluster id C1 has 23 features in it, and MLP 's RMSE

rate is recorded minimum with those features, so C1 is selected as the strong group, and

features in it are chosen as the informative subset. When the classification technique is

applied to the Ionosphere data set, informative features generated by the proposed

method recorded competitive results than CHI, IG, and REL with NB, Jrip, and J48. With

IBK the proposed approach displayed better results than all existing methods.

The graphical representation result over the KDD dataset is given in Figure 4.6.6.

Out of 40 features, 15 features have been derived. The Elbow method suggested K value

as 2, Out of 2 clusters, a cluster id C2 has 15 features in it, and MLP 's RMSE rate is

recorded minimum with those features, so C2 is selected as the strong group, and features

in it are chosen as the informative subset. When the classification technique is applied to

the KDD dataset, informative features given by the proposed method noticed competitive

performance than existing REL and GR with J48. With NB, the proposed technique
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performed better results than all traditionalidmethods. With IBK, it is also noticed that the

proposed approach is competing with traditional CHI, GR, and IG.

Figure 4.6.5. Graphicalid representation of the Ionosphere results

Other Comparisons:

The proposed work is compared with few of the state of art feature selection

algorithms that are published during the year 2014 to 2017 [93]. The proposed method

average accuracy over the Sonar dataset is 75.22 %, whereas bGWO, 2016 recorded

73.1% accuracy[100] and GCNC, 2015 displayed 76.33%, whereas the proposed method

is displayed 76.6% accuracy with J48 and 80.27% with IBK. The proposed method

average accuracy over the ionosphere dataset is 89.48%, whereas QIFS, 2017 [98]

recorded 86.69 %, and UFSACO, 2014 displayed 88.61 % accuracy[99]. The proposed

method average accuracy over spam base is 91.28%, whereas UFSACO, 2014 achieved

87.92%, GCACO, 2015 recorded 88.38%, GCNC, 2015 displayed 88.21% MOEA/D,

2015 performed 88.48% [101]. The authors proposed an ensembled Correlationid based

featureidselection (CFS) and a Bat algorithmid(BA) called CFS-BA in the year 2019 [95].
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The authors applied CFS-BA to the KDD data set. CFS-BA achieved 98.8% with the

decision tree, whereas the proposed method in this research recorded 99.59% accuracy.

Figure 4.6.6.  Graphical representation result over the KDD dataset

4.7 Summary

In this research contribution, an unsupervised feature selection method operating

on a filter based ranking approach has been discussed. First, a balanced data set after

applying SMOTE (if the data set is not balanced) is chosen, then four basic filter methods

are evaluated. Each feature in the data set relevance score is recorded to form the

unsupervised data set. The data set is then normalized to bring the values of all the

features in the same range. After that, the normalized data set is grouped into a finite

number of optimal clusters. The number of features in each cluster is minimized after

this task. MLP is applied to each cluster of features, and based on its lowest RMSE rate,

the best cluster is designated. The best cluster of features is examined with four different

classifiers such as NB, Jrip, J48, and IBK over six public domain datasets then compared

with existing filter methods. As a result of this method, approximately 35-40% (Average
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of all) of features are chosen for classification tasks. Therefore, the consumption of

memory can be reduced, and the accuracy of classification can be accelerated.

The proposed approach noticed 83.33% competitive rate than IG and GR, i.e., out

of 6 datasets, the proposed method average classification accuracy of all classifiers is

competing over five datasets. It also displayed a 66% competitive rate than the

Chi-Squared attribute evaluator. Out of 6 datasets, the average classification accuracy of

all classifiers for the proposed method is competing over four datasets and also displayed

a 50% competitive rate than Relief. Out of 6 datasets, the proposed method average

classification accuracy of all classifiers is competing over three datasets.

The features that are drawn by proposed and existing methods are evaluated with

NB, Jrip, J48, and IBK. The accuracy of the traditional method over the individual

algorithm was compared with the proposed method. Each classifier had 24 comparisons

(4 traditional methods and six datasets). In the case of Jrip, 13 times its accuracy is

recorded positive, so a 55% success rate is displayed. J48 stood 16 times positive, so 66%

success rate is recorded. NB displayed 21 times positive accuracy, so its success rate is

88%. IBK success rate is 75%, as its accuracy is displayed 18 times better.
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CHAPTER 5

A Novel Cluster of Quarter Feature Selection Based on

Symmetrical Uncertainty

The proposedin# approachin# is based on the hypothesis of the need that if there is a

requirement to designate a maximum of 25% (quarter) of features from available feature

space, which features need to be designated? In the existing literature, to designate the

strong subset of features, few subsist methods are available. Those include in#Chi-in#Squared

Attribute Evaluatorin#(CHI), Relief,in#Gain Ratioin#Attributein#Evaluator (GRAE), and

Information Gain (IG). Other than these access methods, in this current research, a

methodologyin# for feature in#selection in#based on Symmetric Uncertainty is proposed.

The purposein# of the proposedin# methodology is to shorten the searching for feature

size by 25%. Ensembling techniques, such as bagging and boosting, inspired to propose

this method.

In the ensemble approach, multiple classifiers combined and randomly set of

instances undergo the training process [96, 97] For every iteration, classification

accuracy will be measured until it reaches the required accuracy so that a weak learner

gets the knowledge from the strong learner. Similarly, instead of considering only robust

features, if weak or average strength features are adequately organized, classifiers can

give better results than traditional methods.

5.1 Proposed Methodology (QFS)

The proposed methodology is as follows.

1. Calculate each feature's weight or score by applying Symmetric Uncertainty (SU) then

rank them in descending order of its score.

2.  Delete the features whose weight is Zero (0) as it cannot contribute anything extra to

the learning model.

Attempt the steps below to generate the features in 4 Quarters (clusters).

Step 1: In level 1, position the first four features in descending order of Ranks from left to

right.
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Step 2: In level 2, position the next four features in descending order of Ranks from right

to left.

Step 3: Iterate, step 1, then step 2 for the next levels untilin# allin# featuresin# are arranged.

Step 4: Groupin#, allin# verticallyin# first-in#order features of all levels in the first quarter.

Second-order features of all levels in the second quarter, and similarly complete

remaining order of features.

Step 5:  Delete the last feature from each quarter to maintain an equal amount of features,

if not balanced.

The generalized CPP in#pseudo in#code of the above in#algorithm is given below.

/* Cluster Formation */

Nin# in#isin# thein# numberin# of total features in a space

NC isin# thein# numberin# ofin# clusters to be formed. In this case, it is 4.

However, it can be anything in general.

for ( iin# = in#0 ; in#i < n ; i++ )

{

c[in#j][in#k] = list[in#i] ;

wj[jin#]++ ;

ifin# ( fb == 0 )

{

j = j + 1 ;

if ( j == nc )

{

kin# = kin# + 1 ;

fb = 1 ;

jin# = jin# - 1 ;

}

}

else

{

j = j - 1 ;

if ( j == -1 )

{

k = k + 1 ;
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fb = 0 ;

j = j + 1 ;

}

}

}

/* Display the Features of each Clustcout<<"\n\n\t Display \n" ;

forin# ( in#i = in#0 ; in#i < nc ; i++ in#)

{

cout<<"Cluster "<<i+1<<"\t" ;

for ( j = 0 ; j < wj[i] ; j++ )

{

coutin#<<cin#[iin#][jin#]<<"in#\t" ;

}

cout<<endl ;

}

/* Get the Balanced Cluster */

temp = n / nc ;

forin# ( in#i = in#0 ; in#i < nc ; i++ )

{

cout<<"Cluster "<<in#i+1<<"\t" ;

forin# ( in#j = in#0 ; j < temp ; j++ )

{

Coutid<<c[i][j]<<"\t" ;

}

Cout id<< idendl ;

}

5.2 Example

Assume the total number of features (N) is 20. Table 5.2.1 describes the weight and rank

of each feature generated using SU.
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Table 5.2.1. Sample Weight and Rank of each feature

Weight Rank Attribute

Name

Weight Rank Attribute

Name

Weight Rank Attribute

Name

0.82 #w 1 A1 0.56 #w 8 A8 0.21 #w 15 A15

0.81 #w#w 2 A2 0.55 #w 9 A9 0 #w 16 A16

0.78#w #w 3 A3 0.53 #w 10 A10 0 #w 17 A17

0.76 #w 4 A4 0.54 #w 11 A11 0 #w 18 A18

0.75 #w 5 A5 0.52 #w 12 A12 0 #w 19 A19

0.74 #w 6 A6 0.49 #w 13 A13 0 #w 20 A20

0.60 7 A7 0.39 #w 14 A14

According to the proposed approach, attributes with weight or score zero are

trashed from the feature set. Features A16, A17, A18, A19, A20 are having weight zero.

So those are removed fromidthe feature set. Thenidthe proposed approach is employed on

the remaining features to generate the cluster of features. Table 5.2.2 shows the cluster of

features formed.

Table 5.2.2. Example of a subset of features in each quarter

Level Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Direction

1 A1 A2 A3 A4 Leftin# to in#Right

2 A8 A7 A6 A5 Rightin# to in#Left
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3 A9 A10 A11 A12 Left to in#Right

4 A15 A14 A13 Rightin# to Left

# 3 4 4 4

The last row values indicate the cluster size (number of features).

As per step 5 of the proposed approach, each cluster should have the same

number of features in it. Only Q1 has three features, and the remaining feature has one

extra feature. The last feature from Q2, Q3, and Q4 is removed to maintain an equal

number of features each quarter. I.e., A15, A14, A13 trashed from Q2, Q3, Q4

respectively as their score is minimum or zero.

After this process, features in the quarter(Q1) are A1, A8, A9.

Second-quarter features are(Q2): A2, A7, A10.

Third-quarter features are(Q3):    A3, A6, A11.

Fourth-quarter features are(Q4):  A4, A5, A12.

5.3 Experimental Results and Comparisons

Six recognized real-time datasets available in the public domain are considered to

know the performance of the proposed approach. Table 5.3.3 describes the data sets used

for the experiment with standard ML tool weka and statistical programming language R.

Table 5.3.3.  Description of data sets used

Dataset ID Dataset #Instances # Attributes # Class

D1 Spambase I#4601 a#57 c#2

D2 Musk (V2)
I#6598 a#168 c#2

D3 Dermatology I#366 a#34 c#6
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D4 Bio Degeneration I#1054 a#41 c#2

D5 Libras Movement I#360 a#91 c#15

D6 Connectionist

Bench

I#208 a#60 c#2

The features formed in each quarter are tested using Bayes (NB), Lazy (IBK),

Tree (Simple cart and J48), and Rule-based (OneR, RidoR, Jrip). Those obtained results

are compared with traditional filterid- idbased ranking methods such as IG,idGRAE, CHI2,

Relief.

To know the strength of the proposed methodology against the traditional

methods, an equal amount of strong features derived by existing methods is considered.

For example, if a proposed method generates a 'K' Number of features, a strong 'K'

number of features derived by existing methods is taken. Table 5.3.4 describes the

number of features derived from the proposed approach.

Table 5.3.4. Number of featuresidselected forideach dataset

Dataset # Features selected

Spambase 14 / 57

Musk (Version 2) 36 / 168

Dermatology 8 / 34

Bio Degeneration 10 / 41

Libras Movement 18 / 91
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Connectionist Bench 15 / 60

Out of 57 features of the spambase dataset, each cluster has 14 unique features.

Musk (Version 2) data set has 168 features; after applying the proposed method, each

cluster has 36 unique features. Out of 34 features of the dermatology dataset, each cluster

has eight unique features. Bio Degeneration data set has a total of 41 features; after

applying the proposed method, each cluster has ten unique features. Out of 91 features of

the Libras Movement dataset, each cluster has 18 unique features. The Connectionist

Bench data set has a total of 60 features; after applying the proposed method, each cluster

has 15 unique features.

Comparative Results:

In this section, results obtained by proposed and existing techniques are given in Table

5.3.6.

Table 5.3.6. Accuracy of classifiers[62]

Dataset: Spambase

NB J48 SC IBK OneR Jrip Ridor

Q1 a#68.28 a#86.06 a#86.37 a#84.43 a#76.26 a#85.22 a#84.37

Q2 a#64.92 a#87.00 a#86.43 a#85.59 a#79.00 a#86.56 a#84.52

Q3 a#79.09 a#85.80 a#85.93 a#83.35 a#75.17 a#83.78 a#82.28

Q4 52.22 a#88.08 a#87.50 a#84.48 a#78.30 a#87.02 a#85.50

IG a#85.91 a#92.67 a#91.78 a#90.06 a#78.30 a#91.58 a#91.65

CHI a#82.61 a#92.63 a#91.11 a#89.39 a#78.30 a#91.82 a#90.91

GRAE a#71.48 a#90.80 a#90.26 a#88.58 a#78.30 a#90.26 a#89.00
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Relief a#68.11 a#85.50 a#85.76 a#84.11 a#75.48 85.04 a#84.02

Dataset: Biodegradation

NB J48 SC IBK OneR Jrip Ridor

Q1 70.14 80.00 80.66 77.44 77.15 79.81 80.28

Q2 77.53 80.66 81.80 80.47 72.03 81.80 77.63

Q3 73.08 84.36 83.69 81.89 71.65 82.18 81.61

Q4 70.04 83.60 82.46 81.61 69.57 79.90 78.67

IG 72.79 79.81 80.56 79.24 77.15 78.95 78.10

CHI 72.79 81.42 80.56 78.48 77.15 80.94 79.71

GRAE 61.13 78.86 81.13 77.34 77.15 80.47 78.95

Relief 68.15 85.02 84.07 82.74 77.15 83.98 82.27

Dataset: Dermatology

NB J48 SC IBK OneR Jrip Ridor

Q1 86.61 86.06 85.24 82.51 50.27 84.15 80.05

Q2 80.32 80.87 80.60 80.60 49.72 68.57 78.68

Q3 91.25 91.53 90.98 88.25 47.54 87.97 88.79
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Q4 86.33 84.15 85.24 86.06 49.72 82.51 80.32

IG 74.86 75.95 74.86 75.95 49.72 59.83 75.13

CHI 69.12 68.57 68.57 69.12 48.90 68.03 68.57

GRAE 69.12 68.57 68.57 69.12 48.90 68.03 68.57

Relief 78.41 76.22 77.59 78.14 50.27 75.13 76.22

Dataset: Musk(V2)

NB J48 SC IBK OneR Jrip Ridor

Q1 72.68 80.88 80.04 82.35 60.08 76.26 73.52

Q2 66.38 79.83 79.20 83.82 65.54 77.31 73.94

Q3 73.94 82.35 74.15 84.66 58.61 71.42 72.05

Q4 69.11 83.19 75.00 81.51 59.66 73.73 73.94

IG 75.63 80.04 79.20 84.03 62.18 75.42 75.84

CHI 75.84 81.72 80.25 83.40 60.71 72.26 75.42

GRAE 58.61 77.73 74.36 82.98 65.75 73.52 71.21

Relief 71.63 73.73 74.57 77.94 61.97 70.79 72.05

Dataset: Libras Movement
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NB J48 SC IBK OneR Jrip Ridor

Q1 60.83 63.05 59.72 81.66 21.11 53.61 59.72

Q2 55.55 66.11 60.00 85.27 19.16 54.72 57.5

Q3 58.88 68.61 65.27 82.5 21.38 51.38 56.38

Q4 62.5 66.38 68.05 85.83 23.33 55.27 60.00

IG 40 55 53.61 71.11 21.11 44.44 48.88

CHI 40 55 53.61 71.11 21.11 44.44 48.88

GRAE 35 47.77 46.94 60.27 22.22 35 42.77

Relief 37.22 60.55 54.72 69.72 21.11 45.55 49.16

Dataset: Connectionist Bench

NB J48 SC IBK OneR Jrip Ridor

Q1 62.01 71.15 74.51 72.11 62.98 73.07 69.23

Q2 71.63 71.63 69.71 69.23 66.82 72.11 69.71

Q3 62.98 73.55 71.63 64.90 59.61 70.67 72.59

Q4 71.15 69.23 69.71 74.03 62.98 69.71 68.75

IG 70.19 70.19 72.59 67.30 61.53 74.03 69.71
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CHI 70.19 70.19 72.59 67.30 61.53 74.03 69.71

GRAE 68.26 72.11 72.59 70.19 61.53 72.11 68.75

Relief 71.15 70.19 71.15 76.44 61.53 74.03 68.26

The detailed discussion of results obtained by proposed and existing techniques

are given below with a hierarchical structure. Classification accuracy over each dataset is

articulated in the ascending order of its recorded accuracy.

Dataset: Spambase

Jrip: Q3 < Relief < Q1 < Q2 < Q4 < GRAE < IG < CHI

OneR: Q3 < Relief < Q1 < GRAE < CHI < IG < Q4 < Q2

Ridor: Q3 < Relief < Q1 < Q2 < Q4 < GRAE < CHI < IG

J48: Relief < Q3 < Q1 < Q2 < Q4 < GRAE < CHI <IG

Simple cart: Relief < Q3 < Q1 < Q2 < Q4 < GRAE < CHI < IG

Naive Bayes: Q4 < Q2 < Relief < Q1 < GRAE < Q3 < CHI < IG

IBK: Q3 < Relief < Q1 < Q4 < Q2 < GRAE < CHI < IG

With Jrip, the features formed by Q1, Q2, Q4 are performed better on existing

Relief. With OneR, Q2 and Q4 clusteridof features performedidbetter than all existing

methods, whereas Q1 achieved improved results compared to Relief. With Ridor, the

features formed by Q1, Q2, Q4 are recorded better results than existing Relief. With J48

and Simple Cart, all clusters of features achieved better results than Relief. With NB, Q3
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displayed improved results than Relief and GRAE. At the same time, Q1 achieved better

results than Relief.

Dataset: Bio Degeneration

Jrip: Relief < IG < Q1 < Q4 < GRAE < CHI < Q2 < Q3

OneR: Q4 < Q3 < Q2 < Relief < GRAE < CHI < IG < Q1

Ridor: Q2 < IG < Q4 < GRAE < CHI < Q1 < Q3 < Relief

J48: GRAE < IG < Q1 < Q2 < CHI < Q4 < Q3 < Relief

Simple cart: CHI < IG < Q1 < GRAE < Q2 < Q4 < Q3 < Relief

Naive Bayes: GRAE < Relief < Q4 < Q1 < CHI < IG < Q3 < Q2

IBK: GRAE < Q1 < CHI < IG < Q2 < Q4 < Q3 < Relief

With Jrip, the features formed by Q2 and Q3 achieved better results than all

existing methods, whereas Q1 and Q4 performed better than IG and Relief. With OneR,

Q1 displayed better results than all existing approaches. With Ridor, the features of Q1

and Q3 achieved improved results than CHI, GRAE, and IG, whereas Q4 performed

better than IG. With J48, Q1 and Q2 achieved better results than GRAE and IG, whereas

Q4 and Q3 displayed improved results than CHI, IG, and GRAE. Using a simple cart, Q1

recorded higher results than CHI and IG, whereas Q2, Q4, Q3 noticed better results than

CHI, IG, and GRAE. With NB, Q4 and Q1 performed better than GRAE and Relief.

With IBK, Q2, Q4, Q3 displayed boosted performance than GRAE, CHI, and IG,

whereas Q1 recorded better results than GRAE.

Dataset: Dermatology
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Jrip: IG < GRAE < CHI < Q2 < Relief < Q4 < Q1 < Q3

OneR: Q3 < GRAE < CHI < IG < Q4 < Q2 < Relief < Q1

Ridor: GRAE < CHI < IG < Relief < Q2 < Q1 < Q4 < Q3

J48: GRAE < CHI < IG < Relief < Q2 < Q4 < Q1< Q3

Simplecart: GRAE < CHI < IG < Relief < Q2 < Q4 < Q1< Q3

Naive Bayes: GRAE < CHI < IG < Relief < Q2 < Q4 < Q1< Q3

IBK: GRAE < CHI < IG < Relief < Q2 < Q4 < Q1< Q3

With Jrip, the features formed in Q2 recorded better performance than CHI,

GRAE, and IG, whereas Q3, Q4, and Q4 achieved better results than all existing

methods. With OneR, Q1 displayed better results than all existing methods, whereas Q2

and Q4 achieved better than IG, CHI, and GRAE. With Ridor, J48, Simple cart, NB, and

IBK the features formed by all quarters displayed improved results than all existing

methods.

Dataset:  Musk (Version 2)

Jrip: Relief < Q3 <  CHI < GRAE < Q4 < IG < Q1 < Q2

OneR: Q3 < Q4 < Q1 < CHI < Relief < IG < Q2  < GRAE

Ridor: GRAE < Relief < Q3 < Q1 < Q4 < Q2 < CHI < I G

J48: Relief  < GRAE < Q2 < IG < Q1 < CHI < Q3 < Q4

Simplecart: Q3 < GRAE < Relief < Q4 < IG < Q2 < Q1 < CHI
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Naive Bayes: GRAE < Q2 < Q4 < Relief < Q1 < Q3 < IG < CHI

IBK: Relief < Q4 <Q1 < GRAE < CHI < Q2 < IG < Q3

With Jrip, the features formed by Jrip showed improved accuracy than all existing

methods, whereas Q4 recorded better results than GRAE, CHI and Relief, Qe performed

better than Relief. With OneR, Q2 performance is appreciable than IG, Relief, and CHI.

With Ridor, all the quarters achieved better results than Relief and GRAE. With J48, Q4

and Q3 displayed improved accuracy than all existing methods, whereas Q1 is competing

with IG, and Q2 recorded better accuracy than GRAE and Relief. With Simple cart, Q1

and Q2 features achieved improved results than IG, Relief, and GRAE, whereas Q4

performed better than Relief and GRAE. With NB, features of Q3 and Q1 achieved good

accuracy than Relief and GRAE, whereas Q4 and Q2 secured better results than GRAE.

With IBK, features of Q3 performed better than all existing methods., Q2 displayed

improved accuracy than CHI, GRAE, and Relief, whereas Q1 and Q4 recorded better

results than Relief.

Dataset:  Libras Movement

Jrip: GRAE < CHI < IG < Relief < Q3 < Q1 < Q2 <Q4

OneR: Q2 < Relief < CHI < IG < Q1 < Q3 < GRAE < Q4

Ridor: GRAE < CHI < IG < Relief < Q3 < Q2 < Q1 < Q4

J48: GRAE < CHI < IG < Relief < Q1 < <Q2 < Q3 < Q4

Simplecart: GRAE < CHI < IG < Relief < Q1 < <Q2 < Q3 < Q4

Naive Bayes: GRAE < Relief  < CHI < IG < Q2 < <Q3 < Q1 < Q4

IBK: GRAE < RelieF < CHI < IG < Q1 < Q3 < Q2 < Q4
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With Jrip, the features of all clusters performed better than all existing methods.

With OneR, Q4 features recorded better than all existing methods, whereas Q3 achieved

better results than IG, CHI, and Relief. With Ridor, J48, Simple cart, NB, and BK

features of all quarters recorded better results than all existing approaches.

Dataset: Connectionist Bench

Jrip: Q4 < Q3 < GRAE < Q2 < Q1 < Relief < CHI < IG

OneR: Q3 < Q1 < Q4 < IG < CHI < GRAE < Relief <Q3

Ridor: Relief < GRAE < Q4 < Q1 < CHI < IG < Q2 < Q3

J48: Q4 < GRAE < Q2 < Q1 < IG < CHI < Relief < Q4

Simplecart: Q4 < Q2 < Relief < Q3 < GRAE < CHI < IG < Q1

Naive Bayes: Q1 < Q3 > GRAE > CHI < IG  < Relief < Q4 < Q2

IBK: Q3 < CHI <IG < Q2 < GRAE < Q1 < Q4 < Relief

With Jrip, the features formed by Q1 and Q2 achieved better results than IG, CHI,

and Relief. With OneR, except Q3, all features of other quarters (Q2, Q1, Q4) recorded

better results than all existing methods. With Ridor, the features of Q3 and Q2 displayed

improved results than all existing methods. At the same time, Q1 and Q4 performed

better than IG and CHI. With J48, features of Q3 displayed the highestidaccuracy than all

existing methods, whereas Q2 and Q1 features performed better on IG, CHI, and Relief.

With Simple cart, features of Q1 recorded the highestidaccuracy than all existing methods,

whereas Q3 features displayed better results than Relief. With NB, the features of Q2 and

Q4 achieved higher results than all existing methods. With IBK, Q4 and Q1 recorded

better results than GRAE, IG, and CHI, whereas Q2 performed better than IG and CHI.

The power of the proposed approach is that it reduces the searching space. It can

offer a new subset of features that produce improved results than features extracted by
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traditional approaches. It can also offer a few more sets of choices to decide which cluster

can be taken into account for improved classification. This approach is examined with

lesser feature space, i.e., with three clusters and higher dimensions, i.e., with 5 clusters.

5.4 Extension of the Proposed Algorithm

The problem identified with the proposed method is thatidthe number of clusters is

fixed in advance, and every time each cluster of features needs to be compared with all

existing methods. It is a time taking process. So, instead of fixing the number of clusters,

with the little variation, the same algorithm is revised and applied on very high

dimensional microarray data sets.

In the revised algorithm, instead of fixing a number of clusters, the size of

features in every cluster is fixed. So that depending on the dataset and its characteristics

of features, the number of clusters is changed. Again, instead of testing all the clusters of

features, only one best cluster is selected. The best cluster is identified by applying the

Multi-Layer Perceptron(MLP) algorithm on each cluster of features. Whichever cluster

records minimum RootidMeanidSquare Error Rateid(RMSE) and maximum accuracy, the

cluster is designated as the best cluster, and features in it are considered the best subset.

Correlation Feature Selection (CFS) is applied to the data set to fix the number of

features in each cluster. CFS suggests the subset of features. The size of the subset given

by CFS is considered as the size of the cluster. The QFS experiment is limited to four

quarters(clusters). Based on this theory, a revised version of QFS is proposed and named

as Distributed Feature Selection). The flow chart of DFS algorithms is given below

Figure 5.4.1.
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Figure 5.4.1. Flow chart of DFS

Based on the above flowchart, dfs algorithm steps are given below in Figure 5.4.2

DFSin# Algorithmin#:

Inputin#: D, Cin#, in#N, in#TF, in#ListTF

Din#: in#Data in#set after applying SMOTE

Cin#: Variable length of in#clusters

Nin#:  Cluster size (in#number in#of features)

TF: Feature space (SUin# valuein# > in#0)

ListTF: All features with SU in# scorein# >in#0

Output: in#Cluster in#of in#features
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Figure 5.4.2. DFS Algorithm

The DFS algorithm is tested using microarray datasets, and their description is

given in Table  5.4.1.

Table 5.4.1. Very high dimensional dataset description

ID Dataset #C #I #F

D 1 COLON #c2 #i62 #f2000

D 2 LEUKEMIA #c2 #i72 #f7129

D 3 LEUKEMIA_3C #c3 #i72 #f7129
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D 4 LEUKEMIA_4C #c4 #i72 #f7129

D 5 LYMPHOMA #c3 #i66 #f4026

D 6 SRBT #c4 #i83 #f2308

D 7 MLL #c3 #i72 #f12582

The size of features(SF) in each cluster, number of clusters(NC) formed, accuracy,

and RMSE of MLP on each cluster, best cluster-id(BCID) detailsin# arein# givenin# in Tablein#

5.4.2.

in#Table 5.4.2. in#MLP in#performance in#over in#clustersin# formed by DFS

ID Dataset in# BCID SF RMSE in#Accuracy #NC

D 1 COLON 3 27 0.3753 83.87 5

D 2 LEUKEMIA 11 85 0.1246 98.61 12

D 3 LEUKEMIA_3C 5 114 0.0778 98.61 8

D 4 LEUKEMIA_4C 5 133 0.1183 97 6

D 5 LYMPHOMA 6 182 0.032 100 12

D 6 SRBT 2 133 0.0257 100 5

D 7 MLL 16 145 0.044 100 36

The proposedin# methodin# is in#compared with some of in#the in#existing filter-based

approaches like IG, GR, and CHI using classifiers such as Ridor, Simple cart, KNN, and

SVM. Those result analysis in#described in in#Table 5.4.3.

in#Table 5.4.3.  Comparison of results [63]

Datasetin# in#Method SVM in#SC Ridor in#KNN

Colon IG 88.7 79.03 70.96 80.64

GR 85.48 82.25 72.58 80.64

CHI 87.09 79.03 72.58 85.48
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DFS* 87.09 82.25 79.03 82.25

leukemia IG 97.22 86.11 91.66 98.61

GR 97.22 84.72 90.27 95.82

CHI 97.22 86.11 91.66 95.83

DFS* 98.61 94.44 93.05 95.83

leukemia _3c IG 97.22 84.72 87.5 94.44

GR 94.44 84.72 84.72 97.22

CHI 95.83 86.11 88.88 93.05

DFS* 97.22 87.5 90.27 95.83

leukemia_4C IG 95.83 84.72 88.88 97.22

GR 91.66 88.88 91.66 93.05

CHI 91.66 87.5 90.27 93.05

DFS* 97.22 83.33 81.94 95.83

Lymphoma IG 98.48 96.96 96.96 96.96

GR 100 100 100 96.96

CHI 98.48 98.98 93.93 95.45

DFS* 98.48 96.96 98.48 98.48

MLL IG 97.22 86.11 84.72 95.83

GR 95.83 90.27 93.05 94.44

CHI 98.61 86.11 84.72 95.83

DFS* 100 88.88 87.5 93.05

SRBT IG 100 86.74 81.92 100

GR 100 81.92 81.92 100
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CHI 100 85.54 81.92 100

DFS* 100 81.92 85.54 97.55

After a comprehensive observation of the results generated, a few remarkable

points are collected. The DFS approach displayed a in#75 % successin# rate over GR in#and IG,

50 % over Chi when applied to the colon. On Leukemia, DFS has appeared at a 75 %

success rate than existing GR, IG, and CHI. The proposed DFS recorded a 75 % winning

rate compared with GR and IG, a 100 % winning rate than CHI when applied to the

leukemia _3c data in#set. Whenin# DFS is applied to the leukemia_4c data set, a 50% winning

rate is observed compared with CHI and GR. It is 25% when compared with IG. When

applied to the Lymphoma data set, DFS noticed a 25 % success rate compared with Chi

and IG. It's performance is in#50 % in#with in#GR. Thein# in#proposed DFS approach is in#performed

a little unfortunate in the case of SRBT, and its winning rate is 25% only. With the MLL

data set, the winning rate of the proposed DFS is 75% compared with CHI and IG. It is

25 % with GR. The graph visualizes the same result analysis in Figure 5.4.3.

Result of Colon Cancer
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Result of Leukemia data set

Result of Leukemia 3C data set

Result of Leukemia 4C data set
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Result of Lymphoma data set

Result of SRBT data set

Result of MLL data set

Figure 5.4.3.  Result analysis visualization
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Applying the proposed dfs method to the colon cancer data set with Ridor

displayedin# the in#highest in#accuracy than all existing approaches. With SC, the dfs approach

performed better than IG and CHI and equally performed with GR. With KNN, the

proposed method appeared better than existing IG and GR but not than CHI. With SVM,

it recorded little improved results than GR and equally performed with CHI.

When the dfs approach is applied to the Leukemia data set, with Ridor, SC, and

SVM, it displayed improved in#performance than in#all existing in#methods. With KNN, the dfs

method equally performed with GR and CHI, but not with IG.

After applying the dfs method to the Leukemia 3C data set, with Ridor and SC, it

recorded boosted results than all existing techniques. With KNN, the dfs method

displayed improved accuracy than IG and CHI with SVM, and it also recorded better

performance than GR and CHI. The performance of the dfs approach is average when it

is applied to the Leukemia 4C data set. With KNN and SVM, the proposed technique

recorded improved results than GR and CHI. The performance of dfs is not good with

Ridor and SC

When dfs is employed to Lymphoma data set with Riodor, the performance of dfs

is better than IG and CHI. With SC, it is equally performing with IG. Using KNN, the

proposed dfs have recorded higher accuracy than all existing techniques. With SVM, it is

competing with IG and CHI.

After applying the dfs method to SRBT, with Riodor, its performance is higher

than all existing methods. With SC, it is equally performing than GR. Its performance is

lower than existing methods with KNN. Using SVM, dfs is displayed equal performance

with existing approaches. Whenin# the dfsin# methodin# is appliedin# to the Mll data set, with

SVM, it has recordedin# higher accuracyin# than all existing methodsin#. With SC and Ridor, it

recorded improved results than IG and CHI.

5.5 Summary

Based on Symmetric Uncertainty, a feature selection approach is contributed to

this research. Using the method, four clusters are formed without duplication in it. The

generated cluster of features are tested with lazy learners, Bayes, Tree, and Rule-based
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classification techniques. Each cluster formed by the proposed algorithm suggests a

maximum of 25 % of features. To evaluate the cluster of features, top 'N' features drawn

by existing filter-based methods like Relief, CHI, GR, and IG are considered and

evaluated using the same classifiers. The methodology is applied to six datasets that are

freely available in the public domain. Investigational outcomes displayed that at

minimum, one cluster of features, sometimes more than one in#cluster of in#features,

displayedin# improved results than existing methods. Instead of testing each cluster against

the existing methods, a revised distributed feature selection (DFS) approach is proposed,

which is in#applied to very in#high dimensional in#data sets. The result of DFS revealed that the

size of the featurein# spacein# reduced, and classification with in#the in#selected features increased

the performance also.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION

In this research, three different methods are proposed to address the high

dimensionality issue of preprocessing with the feature selection approaches to increase

the classification performance. For the proposed research work, correlation coefficient

(CCE) and symmetrical uncertainty (SU), which are statistical measures and an

unsupervised approach for clustering the best feature set, are considered base points.

In the first approach, the selected features arein# congregatedin# into a finitein# number

of clustersin# by gradingin# their CCEin# and comparingin# the SU valuesin#. In eachin# clusterin#, a

feature with maximumin# SUin# valuein# is in#retained while in#remaining features in#in the in#same

cluster are ignored. This method was in#examined with in#Ten in#(10) in#realin#-in#time in#benchmark

datain#sets. Experimentalin# in#outcomesin# show thatin# the in#proposed method outruns most

conventional feature selection methods (Gain Ratio, Information Gain, Chi-Square, and

Relief) accuracy. This method is tested using Naive Bayes, Treein#- in#Based, Lazy, and Rule

- in#Based learners. The in#proposed methodin# performedin# better than traditional IG and Chi

methods on 70 % of the data sets. It is also displayed better results onin# 50in# % of the in#data

setsin# than Relief. The proposed method noticed better results on 80in# % of the in#data in#sets

than GR. For this comparison, all the algorithms' average classification accuracy (Jrip,

Ridor, J48, SC, NB, IBK) is considered.

The proposed approach also experimented on a very high dimensional Colon

cancer microarray dataset. It has 2000 features and two classes. As per the steps proposed

in the algorithm, firstly, SU was applied and determined the features whose score is

above zero. We could get 138 features whose SU score is above zero. Then, the CCE

matrix of those 138 features is constructed. Then, the weight of each feature is calculated.

After completion of the process, we could get a subset of 38 features. Comparative

analysis reveals that the proposed algorithm performs better than all traditional methods

with Jrip, J48, and NB classifiers. It is also competing with Chi and performing better if

all the features are considered using Ridor. The proposed method is performing a little

lower than all existing but recorded improved performance with IBK.
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In the second approach, an unsupervised feature selection method operating on

filter-based ranking approaches has been discussed. First, a balanced data set after

applying SMOTE (if the data set is not balanced) is chosen, then four basic filter methods

are evaluated. Each feature in the data set relevance score is recorded to form the

unsupervised datain# setin#. The data set is then normalized to bring the values of all the

features in the same range. After that, the normalized data set is grouped into a finite

numberin# of optimal clustersin#. The numberin# of features in each cluster is minimized after

this task. MLP is appliedin# to each cluster in#of in#features, and basedin# on its lowest RMSE

rate, the best cluster is designated. The best cluster of features is examined with in#four

in#different classifiersin# such as in#NB, Jrip, in#J48, and IBK over six public domain datasets and

then in#compared with in#existing filter in#methods. As a result of this method, approximately

35-40% (Average of all) of features are chosen for classification tasks. Therefore, the

consumption of memory canin# be in#reduced, and the accuracy of in#classification in#can be

in#accelerated.

The proposed approach noticed 83.33% competitive rate than IG and GR, i.e., out

of 6 datasets, the proposed method average classification accuracy of all classifiers is

competing over five datasets. It also displayed a 66% competitive rate than the

Chi-Squared attribute evaluator. Out of 6 datasets, the average classification accuracy of

all classifiers for the proposed method is competing over four datasets and also displayed

a 50% competitive rate than Relief. Out of 6 datasets, the proposed method average

classification accuracy of all classifiers is competing over three datasets.

Proposed and existing methods generated features are evaluated with NB, Jrip,

J48, and IBK. The accuracy of the traditional method over the individual algorithm was

compared with the proposed method. Each classifier had 24 comparisons (4 traditional

methods and six datasets). In the case of Jrip, 13 times its accuracy is recorded positive,

so a 55% success rate is displayed. J48 stood 16 times positive, so 66% success rate is

recorded. NB displayed 21 times positive accuracy, so its success rate is 88%. IBK

success rate is 75%, as its accuracy is displayed 18 times better.
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In the third approach, based on SU, a feature selection approach is contributed to

this research. Using the method, four clusters are formed without duplication in it. The

generated cluster of features are tested with lazy learners, Bayes, Tree, and rule-based

classification techniques. Each cluster formed by the proposed algorithm suggests a

maximum of 25 % of features. To evaluate the cluster of features, top 'N' features drawn

by existing filter-based methods like Relief, CHI, GR, and IG are considered and

evaluated using the same classifiers. The methodology is applied to six datasets that are

freely available in the public domain. Investigational outcomes displayed that at

minimum, one cluster of features, sometimes more than one cluster of features displaying

improved results than existing methods. Instead of testing each cluster against the

existing methods, a revised distributed feature selection (DFS) approach is proposed,

which is applied to very high dimensional data sets. The result of DFS revealed that the

size of the feature space reduced, and classification with the selected features increased

the performance also.

With these methodologies and their outcomes, research is concluded that the

proposed methodologies can be considered to get better results, instead of considering

existing filter-based ranking methods and for eradicating the drawbacks of filter-based

approaches.
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6.1 Limitations And Future Scope

In this research, Symmetric Uncertainty is considered as a pivotal component to

record the feature strength or score. Instead of considering Symmetric Uncertainty as a

critical criterion, IG or CHI or GRAE or Relief can also be considered for forming a

subset of features which may give different results. The proposed methodologies are

tested on a dataset that has continuous values. It may or may not give the desired results

in case of a categorical dataset or mixture of the continuous and categorical dataset. As

the dataset size increases, the time consumption to test the experiment is also increasing,

to minimize this factor, the experiment can be planned parallelly using Hadoop or apache

spark framework.


